April 13, 14, & 15, 2018

The Artisan Guitar Show welcomes you to its second annual
celebration of guitars and music. This is the complete show for
guitar and music lovers and includes guitar makers, a concert
series, master classes, and even a display of historic guitars.
This shows provides an opportunity for music lovers, musicians,
students, guitar enthusiasts, and luthiers alike to experience
a showcase of the finest handcrafted guitars in the world and
their makers.
The performing artists who appear in our concert series can
only be described as world-class talent. The lecturers who
teach at our master classes are truly leaders in their fields who
are respected around the world.
The Artisan Guitar Show would like to thank the artists,
educators, guitar makers, and sponsors who help to make
this event a premier hand-crafted guitar, education, and live
performance venue.
A show is nothing without the many great enthusiasts who
attend, so thank you for coming. It is our sincere hope that
your memories from the Artisan Guitar Show will bring you joy
for many years to come.
SHOW HOURS
Friday, April 13, 2018 • 6:00 - 10:00PM
(Private Sneak Preview and Concerts for VIP Ticket Holders Only)
Saturday, April 14, 2018 • 10:00AM - 6:00PM
(General Admission Show Hours)
Saturday, April 14, 2018 • 6:00PM - 10:00PM
(Private Reception and Concerts for VIP Ticket Holders Only)
Sunday, April 15, 2018 • 10:00AM - 4:00PM
(General Admission Show Hours)
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17 Acoustic Remedy

57 Galloup Guitars

47 Monteleone

21 Doerr Guitars

55 American Archtop Guitars

48 Greenfield Guitars

38 Morrissey Guitars

41 Duke of Pearl

54 American Music Furniture

20 Guitars Julien Sublet

18 Oracle Guitars

12 FE Tellier Guitars

14 Articulate/ DHR Guitar

44 Hearne Hardwoods

52 Osthoff Guitars

35 Fretish

31 Bam Cases

28 Henriksen Amps

53 Pellerin Guitars

43 Froggy Bottom Guitars

56 Benoît Lavoie Luthier

30 Heritage Insurance

24 Peter Maier Fine Art

4 Lutherie Gervais

7 Bil Mitchell Guitars

51 Hive Ukuleles

59 Phifer Guitars

45 MacCubbin Guitars

50 Bluett Violins

27 Hoffee Cases

42 Ribbecke Guitars

39 Maguire Guitars

49 Borghino Guitars

11 Humphrey Amplifiers

25 Sadowsky Guitars

22 McKnight Guitars

13 Bruce Tanous Collection

31 Indian Hill Guitar Company

33 Sam Guidry Handmade Guitars

40 Mirabella Guitars

36 C.F. Martin & Co.

1 Jack Daniel’s

5 Showalter Guitars

34 Tim Bram Guitars

46 Circa Guitars

23 James Macdonald Art Guitars

6 Singing Strings Luthiers

10 Widman Custom Electrics

32 Circle Strings, LLC

58 Jay Rosenblatt Guitars

29 Solid Ground Stands

19 Yen Guitars

15 Comins Artisan Guitars

26 Kelly Custom Instruments

16 Stuart Day Guitars

37 Zimnicki Guitars

2 DNA Ryer Guitars

60 Ken Parker Archtops

8 The Fretboard Journal

3 Zither Music Company

The exhibitor base is subject to change for reasons beyond the control of the Artisan Guitar Show.

Artisan Guitar Show Door Prize – Comins Guitars GCS-16
The Artisan Guitar Show is very pleased to present a Comins Guitars GCS-16 as a door prize.
This archtop guitar is the newest addition to Bill Comins’ Guitar Craft Series, a production line
of instruments that go the extra mile in terms of functionality, design and value. The
GCS-16(2) features a 16” lower bout width x 2 ¾” body depth, a laminated spruce
top, laminated flame maple back and sides, ebony finger
board, maple neck, Wilkinson tuning
machines and (2) custom wound
Kent Armstrong pickups.
Also included is a TKL hard-shell case.
More information about the guitar can be found here:
http://www.cominsguitars.com/comins-craft-series/home.
Rules and regulations apply.
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Concert & Master Class Schedule
The Artisan Guitar Show Master Class Series provides learning opportunities that are nearly impossible
to find elsewhere. These master classes are diverse and
our lecturers are quite literally masters in their fields.

TIME

The Artisan Guitar Show Concert Series features
great concert performances throughout the weekend
with highly talented and respected musicians showcasing only the finest instruments being created today.
These performances include presentations by international performers with an emphasis on finger-style
masters, singer-songwriters, harp guitarists, and players
who make jazz archtop guitars sing.

ARTIST / EVENT

SPONSOR

LOCATION

FRIDAY 4/13
6:00 - 8:00 PM

Friday Hors d’oeuvres wih Steve Herberman

Comins Guitars

Atrium

8:00 - 10:00 PM

Will Ackerman in Concert

Froggy Bottom Guitars

Atrium

11:00AM - 12:00 PM The Invisible Guitar - Master Class with Michael Greenfield

Michael Greenfield

Harris Room

11:00AM - 12:00 PM Open Book Featuring Rick & Michele Gedney - Concert

Morrissey Guitars

Heritage Room

12:00 - 1:00 PM

Pushing the Limits of Guitar Design - Master Class with Dick Boak

Dick Boak

Harris Room

12:00 - 1:00 PM

Robin Bullock - Concert

MacCubbin Guitars

Heritage Room

1:00 - 2:00 PM

The Development & History of Windham Hill Records - Master Class Froggy Bottom Guitars

Harris Room

1:00 - 2:00 PM

Adam Miller - Concert

Greenfield Guitars

Heritage Room

2:00 - 3:00 PM

Doug Wamble - Concert

Ken Parker Archtops

Heritage Room

2:00 - 4:00 PM

Stage Performance Techniques - Master Class with Livingston Taylor

Artisan Guitar Show

Harris Room

3:00 - 4:00 PM

Sean McGowan - Concert

Henriksen Amplifiers

Heritage Room

4:00 - 5:00 PM

Ask the Experts - Master Class w/ Joan Gallo, Peter Henriksen,
Darrell Jennings, Cris Mirabella, Roger Sadowsky, & John Slobod

Artisan Guitar Show

Harris Room

4:00 - 5:00 PM

Ted Ludwig - Concert

Borghino Guitars

Heritage Room

5:00 - 6:00 PM

Celebrity Guitar Restoration & Building - Master Class w/ Greg Platzer

Artisan Guitar Show

Harris Room

5:00 - 6:00 PM

David Gilmore, Matthew Finck, & John Hart - Concert

Phifer Guitars

Heritage Room

6:00 - 8:00 PM

Kinloch Nelson - Concert

Singing Strings Luthiers

Atrium

8:00 - 10:00 PM

Livingston Taylor - Concert

Artisan Guitar Show

Heritage Room

10:00 - 11:00 PM

String Community Song Circle with Ken Totushek - Concert

SATURDAY 4/14

Harris Room

SUNDAY 4/15
Ken Totushek

Harris Room

11:00AM - 12:00 PM Fingerstyle Jazz Essentials - Master Class with Sean McGowan

8:30 - 9:30 AM

String Community Gathering - Celebration of Life & Unity

Henriksen Amplifiers

Harris Room

11:00AM - 12:00 PM Archtop Guitar Milestones - Concert with Rhett Butler

Articulate/DHR Guitar

Heritage Room

12:00 - 1:00 PM

In Search of the Perfect Log - Master Class with Rick Hearne

12:00 - 1:00 PM

Tim Farrell - Concert

Harris Room

1:00 - 2:00 PM

Restoration of 1958 George Benson D’Angelico New Yorker Master Class with John Monteleone

1:00 - 2:00 PM

Pete Smyser - Concert

2:00 - 3:00 PM

The Art of Educating a Guitar Maker - Master Class with
Stuart Day, Bryan Galloup, Ken Parker, and Dale Unger

2:00 - 3:00 PM

Stephen Bennett - Concert

Jay Rosenblatt Guitars

Heritage Room
Harris Room

American Archtop Guitars

Heritage Room
Harris Room

Circa Guitars

Will Ackerman
in Concert

Livingston Taylor
in Concert

Friday, 4/13, 8:00PM

Saturday, 4/14, 8:00PM

Heritage Room
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Master Classes

All take place in the Harris Room
The Invisible Guitar with Michael Greenfield

Celebrity Guitar Restoration and Building

The instrument we love…. the guitar! The handmade acoustic
guitar and its culture have become very fashionable. Consequentially, we are being bombarded with information. Social media,
internet discussion forums and boutique guitar galleries are all
contributing to the cacophony. But where does the object end and
the musical instrument begin? A look into the world of the invisible
guitar; the guitar we cannot see. What are the elements that influence a guitar’s voice? What about tonewood? What will contribute
to the legacy, stability and playability of a guitar? The Invisible
Guitar is an offering and discussion of the details the buyer should
really be considering when purchasing a guitar.
Saturday, April 14, 11:00AM-12:00PM

Greg Platzer owns BCR Music and Sound, a highly-respected,
old-school guitar shop here in Pennsylvania. He is both a talented player and master guitar technician whose clients include
Aerosmith, Steely Dan, KISS, Cheap Trick, Jon Bon Jovi, The Cult,
Green Day and many others. He also has highly regarded vintage
guitar shop clientele who send their work to him because of his
extensive knowledge of vintage history and “bottomless original
parts bins…” Greg’s passion is vintage Gibson guitars, but “anything put together with hot hide glue” will inspire him. Greg will
provide a photo essay of the many celebrity guitars that he has
restored, built, or maintained for clients such as the late Walter
Becker of the legendary Steely Dan and Crosby, Stills & Nash.
Saturday, April 14, 5:00-6:00PM

Pushing the Limits of Guitar Design
Dick Boak is an industry legend who worked at C.F. Martin & Co.
for 40 years and made many contributions during his career. He is
a noted historian, lecturer, and artist. Dick worked on the development of both the C.F. Martin & Co. Museum and Archives projects
as well as the popular Artist Signature Guitars series program. Boak
long served as Martin’s historian and he has significant personal
understanding of the evolution of the craft of guitar making. He is
well-known for his gregarious manner, knowledge, and welcoming
personality. Dick will discuss pushing the limits of guitar design.
Saturday, April 14, 12:00-1:00PM

The Development and History of Windham Hill Records
Will Ackerman is simply a legend in modern American music.
Will founded Windham Hill Records and there is no question
that his label was as important to Acoustic and New Age music
as any label has ever been to any other genre of music. Among
his discoveries as producer and record label executive were Alex
De Grassi, Michael Hedges, and George Winston. We are very
pleased to have Will provide an anecdotal presentation on the
development and history of Windham Hill Records and his amazing
career.
Saturday, April 14, 1:00-2:00PM

Fingerstyle Jazz Essentials - Froggy Bottom Guitars
Sean McGowan graduated with a DMA in Guitar Performance
from the University of Southern California in Los Angeles and he
currently serves as an Assistant Professor of Music Performance
at the University of Colorado Denver. He is an acclaimed educator, author, and performer. Sean is a frequent lesson and article
contributor for Acoustic Guitar, Guitar Teacher, and Jazz Improv
magazines. Sean will discuss fingerstyle jazz guitar essentials for
the acoustic jazz guitarist and walking basslines among other
topics.
Sunday, April 15, 11:00AM-12:00PM

In Search of the Perfect Log

Stage Performance Techniques - Livingston Taylor

Rick Hearne of Hearne Hardwoods has travelled the world in
search of the best logs available. Master craftsman from furniture
makers to guitar makers have relied on the Hearne family for years
as a source of the finest and most exotic woods. Rick is more than
just an expert in specialty woods – he is a guitar player, collector,
music lover, and he even has a recording studio in his home. Rick
will talk about the career experiences and knowledge that have
made him an integral member of the guitar making and playing
community.
Sunday, April 15, 12:00-1:00PM

Livingston Taylor is a much beloved songwriter, concert performer, educator, and author. Livingston is a full professor at Berklee
College of Music, where he has taught a Stage Performance
course since 1989. He teaches young artists invaluable lessons
learned over the course of an extensive career on the road; the
course is consistently voted the most popular at the College. His
book, Stage Performance, released in 2011, offers those lessons to
anyone who is interested in elevating their presentation standards
to professional standards. Livingston will provide a synopsis of this
valuable coursework in an Artisan Guitar Show Master Class.
Saturday, April 14, 2:00-4:00PM

John Monteleone is among the most respected and admired
instrument makers in the world. Although his instruments are
coveted by collectors, museums, and players worldwide, John
is a collector himself of fine instruments. Among the instruments
in his collection is a 1958 D’Angelico New Yorker that was once
owned and played by jazz master George Benson. John will
discuss his personal restoration of this magnificent and historic
instrument.
Sunday, April 15, 1:00-2:00PM

Ask the Experts w/ Joan Gallo, Peter Henriksen, Darrell
Jennings, Cris Mirabella, Roger Sadowsky, John Slobod

The Art of Educating a Guitar Maker with
Stuart Day, Dale Unger, Ken Parker, Bryan Galloup

The Artisan Guitar Show has assembled a group of experts from
diverse backgrounds for a general question and answer workshop.
Master guitar makers Cris Mirabella, Roger Sadowsky, and John
Slobod are respected in the construction of archtop, flattop, and
electric solid-body guitars. Peter Henriksen has extensive knowledge regarding the amplification of acoustic and electric instruments. Specializing in humidity control, Darrell Jennings is a master
of the care and storage of magnificent instruments. Joan Gallo of
Heritage Insurance Services will answer questions about the nuances and importance of properly insuring your prized instrument.
Saturday, April 14, 4:00-5:00PM
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Restoration of 1958 George Benson
D’Angelico New Yorker

The art of making stringed instruments has been passed from
generation to generation for centuries. The Art of Educating a
Guitar Maker discusses how the craft is passed on through various forms of education. Stuart Day, Bryan Galloup, Ken Parker,
and Dale Unger will discuss how next generations of craftsman
are trained. They will address formal luthier schools for those
interested in a guitar making career, schools that provide hobbyists a hands-on encounter with the craft, and the great practical
experience of mentor and apprentice relationships.
Sunday, April 15, 2:00-3:00PM

Concerts
Friday Hors D’Oeuvres with Steve Herberman
Friday Hors d’oeuvres in the Atrium will feature a private performance by DC-based jazz guitarist Steve Herberman who is being
hosted by Comins Guitars. Steve is a graduate of Berklee College
of Music and has played a Comins Guitars instrument exclusively
since 2003. During his career, he has played with renowned artists
such as the highly-respected Keter Betts and Buster Williams.
Steve is a recording artist in his own right with three solo releases, Thoughtlines (2001), Action:Reaction (2006), and Ideals
(2008) to his credit as leader. He has also completed two duo
recordings including Between Friends, a 2017 release with fellow
guitarist Steve Abshire. His recording with award-winning vocalist
Lena Seikaly is scheduled for release in early 2018. Steve is the
consummate player and educator, but you don’t have to take our
word for that, just listen to what the experts say – “Steve Herberman is an exceptional guitarist…known for his deft counterpoint”
Downbeat Magazine. “The clarity and balance Steve gets with his
right hand is amazing”. Jim Hall.
Friday, April 13, 6:00-8:00PM (VIP Only) - Atrium

Will Ackerman - Froggy Bottom Guitars
Will Ackerman personally shaped the music industry for a
generation and beyond with a diverse set of skills. His unique
talents include not just recognizing extraordinary talent, but
capturing the work of amazing artists in a pure form to share with
world. Will’s many accomplishments are legend and include gold,
platinum, and multi-platinum records representing the millions
of albums sold during Windham Hill Records rise to prominence.
Among his many accomplishments, Ackerman is a beloved,
Grammy Award-winning recording artist with twelve recordings in
his discography.
Perhaps Michael Millard of Froggy Bottom Guitars summed
up the importance of Will’s work and impact on the world of the
guitar when he wrote “As a player, a producer, and an engineer
of acoustic music, there is simply no other individual who has ever
had the impact on the listening public regarding the acoustic guitar which Will has. His work recording the acoustic guitar for his
Windham Hill label with Michael Hedges, Alex DeGrassi, himself,
and countless others literally established the modern standard for
the sound of these instruments. Virtually anyone studying how to
achieve excellent acoustic guitar sound has studied Will’s work
thoroughly. He is a master.”
Friday, April 13, 8:00-10:00PM (VIP Only) - Atrium

Open Book featuring Rick and Michele Gender
Rick and Michele Gedney, known as the duo, Open Book, have
been writing, recording, and performing together since 2000.
Their original music features melody invention and vocal harmonies backed by a tapestry of interweaving guitars. Open Book has
released three albums which have received national airplay and
critical acclaim. In addition to performing concerts, writing and
recording, Rick and Michele have been honored to work as part
of the facilitating team at Dar Williams’ retreat called Writing a
Song That Matters. Open Book is the winner of the 2017 Connecticut Folk Festival Grassy Hill Songwriting Competition.
Saturday, April 14, 11:00AM-12:00PM - Heritage Room

Robin Bullock - MacCubbin Guitars
Robin Bullock is a guitar, cittern and mandolin virtuoso. He
blends the ancient melodies of the Celtic lands, their vigorous
American descendants, and the masterworks of the Baroque
and Renaissance eras into one powerful musical vision. Robin’s

music is admired for lightning-fast fingerwork in one moment
that is perfectly balanced with tender, quiet intimacy in the next
moment. You will enjoy his warm, friendly presence onstage. Robin effortlessly creates a magical world for the audience with his
guitar-playing wizardry.
Saturday, April 14, 12:00-1:00PM - Heritage Room

Adam Miller - Greenfield Guitars
With a completely unique approach to the guitar, Adam’s music
is groovy and approachable, while having a melodic sophistication that only comes from years of cross genre hopping. His tendency to include complex rhythms, dissonant haunting phrases,
combined with breathtaking riffs and melodies are his signature.
His jazz influenced style with finger-picking mastery creates a
improvisation filled live performance that is beautifully unpredictable. Miller has been featured in magazines such as Guitar
Player, Acoustic Guitar, Premier Guitar, Acoustic UK, Australian
Guitar, and Australian Musician. In 2013 his album “Delayed” was
named in the top 10 Albums of 2012 by the US Acoustic Guitar
Magazine. He was also named one of the top 25 Future Legends
in Australian Guitar Magazine. In 2010 Miller was named “Guitarist Deserving Wider Recognition” by US based magazine, Guitar
International. Adam juggles his time between international travels
& Australia where he lectures in Jazz and Contemporary Guitar at
the University of Newcastle.
Saturday, April 14, 1:00-2:00PM - Heritage Room

Doug Wamble - Ken Parker Archtops
Memphis musician Doug Wamble has always been surrounded
by a vast musical and cultural landscape. After completing two
music degrees, Doug decided to head to New York to seek a
career as a guitarist and composer. He appeared on bandstands
and recordings with artists such as Wynton Marsalis, Norah
Jones, Steven Bernstein, Courtney Love, Madeleine Peyroux,
and Cassandra Wilson. He was signed to the Branford Marsalis
label Marsalis Music/Rounder Records and released two critically
acclaimed records. Focusing on being a singer/songwriter was
never something Wamble had considered, but upon delving into
this new direction, he found that something resonated with him.
Wamble is a master musician and craftsman whether producing in
the studio or contributing to Ken Burns’ documentaries for PBS.
Saturday, April 14, 2:00-3:00PM - Heritage Room

Sean McGowan - Henriksen Amplifiers
Sean McGowan is an award-winning guitarist and professor of
music at University of Colorado Denver. Sean combines many
diverse musical influences with unconventional techniques to
create a broad palette of textures within his works for solo guitar.
His recorded works include classic jazz standards performed on
solo electric archtop guitar, solo acoustic guitar performances,
and seasonal hymns and carols. Sean has performed at festivals
including the Novi Sad International Jazz Festival in Serbia, the
Healdsburg Guitar Festival in Napa Valley, Copper Mountain Guitar Town, the Newport Guitar Festival, and the Chet Atkins CAAS
Convention. He has collaborated with dance and improv companies as well as with jazz and acoustic musicians.
Saturday, April 14, 3:00-4:00PM - Heritage Room

Ted Ludwig - Borghino Guitars
Acclaimed seven-string jazz guitarist Ted Ludwig has
been a part of the jazz scene in New Orleans since 1997.
Throughout this time period, he has performed numerous
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Concerts (cont’d)
club events, festivals, and recordings. He has released
4 albums as a leader and many more as a versatile sideman and coleader. Ted earned his Bachelor and Masters
Degrees from the University of New Orleans Jazz Studies
Program, under the direction of the legendary pianist
Ellis Marsalis Jr. He received an ASCAP award, the Louis
Armstrong award, and the Overture to the Cultural Season award for his outstanding musicianship and creativity.
Inspired by the recordings of Joe Pass, Pat Martino, and
Wes Montgomery, Ludwig soon became one of the most
sought-after guitarists in the New Orleans jazz scene.
Saturday, April 14, 4:00-5:00PM - Heritage Room

David Gilmore, Matthew Finck, & John Hart Phifer Guitars
Guitarist David Gilmore has recorded and performed with many
of the most influential modern artists working today. Gilmore
has made notable contributions to such pop acts as Me’shell
N’Degeocello, Melissa Etheridge, Joan Osbourne, Mavis Staples,
Issac Hayes, and Boz Scaggs. His playing has been compared to
guitarists as diverse as George Benson, Wes Montgomery, Jimi
Hendrix and Leo Nocentelli.
For the past 15 years guitarist/composer Matthew Finck has
established himself as one of the most versatile and respected
guitarists on the New York scene. He has performed with artists
such as Steve Wilson, Dennis Mackrel, Randy Brecker, Adam
Nussbaum, Jay Anderson, Pete Yellin and Roswell Rudd. Both
Finck and Gilmore are highly-respected in the studio, on the
stage, and teaching young musicians in the classroom.
Guitarist John Hart is a veteran player and educator who is
admired by his peers and fans alike for adding style and grace to
anything he plays. John Hart is the consummate recording artist,
bandleader, and sideman.
Saturday, April 14, 5:00-6:00PM - Heritage Room

Kinloch Nelson - Singing Strings Luthiers
Saturday Hors d’oeuvres in the Atrium will feature a private
performance by noted artist and composer Kinloch Nelson who is
being hosted by Singing Strings Luthiers. Kinloch is a solo fingerstyle guitar player who performs a synthesis of folk, jazz, classical,
rock, American popular music, and original compositions. His
programs range from J.S. Bach to John B. Sebastian and may include references to Miles Davis, Franz Schubert, John Fahey, Leo
Kottke, The Ventures, The “folk scare,” Flatt and Scruggs, and
the occasional TV theme. Nelson is a master performer who has
played Wolftrap Center for the Performing Arts, National Association of Music Manufacturers (NAMM) in both Nashville & in Los
Angeles, and the Time/Warner Jazz Festival. Please join Kinloch
for Hors d’oeuvres in the Atrium.
Saturday, April 14, 6:00-8:00PM (VIP Only)

Livingston Taylor
Livingston Taylor picked up his first guitar at the age of 13 and
began a 50-year career that has encompassed performance,
songwriting, and teaching. Born in Boston and raised in North
Carolina, Livingston is the fourth child in a very musical family
that includes Alex, James, Kate, and Hugh. Livingston recorded
his first record at the age of 18 and has continued to create well
crafted, introspective, and original songs that have earned him
listeners worldwide.
From top-40 hits “I Will Be in Love with You” and “I’ll Come
Running,” to “I Can Dream of You” and “Boatman,” (the last two
recorded by his brother James), Livingston’s creative output has
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continued unabated. His musical knowledge has inspired a varied
repertoire, and he is equally at home with a range of musical
genres—folk, pop, gospel, jazz—and from upbeat storytelling
and touching ballads to full orchestra performances.
Livingston has never stopped performing since those early
coffeehouse days, has shared the stage with major artists such as
Joni Mitchell, Linda Ronstadt, Fleetwood Mac, Jimmy Buffett, and
Jethro Tull, and tours internationally. He is a natural performer
and peppers his shows with personal stories, anecdotes and ineffable warmth that connect him to his fans. His relaxed on-stage
presence belies the depth of his musical knowledge, and fans
might just as often be treated to a classic Gershwin or something
from the best of Broadway.
Saturday, April 14, 8:00-10:00PM (VIP Only) - Heritage Room

Archtop Guitar Milestones - Rhett Butler
Articulate, DHR Guitar Experience, and DHR Publishing
From the early design of Lloyd Loar’s Gibson L-5 to the modern
day, the acoustic archtop guitar has been the choice of artists of
all genre’s. Come with us on a journey through significant milestones in the history and evolution of the archtop guitar.
• Events which led to the creation of the archtop guitar
• Guitar styles through the years from the 1920’s to today
• The makers and the artists that defined the pinnacle of
design and performance
• Innovations and design changes over the years
• Recognition of the acoustic archtop guitar as “playable art”
Sunday, April 15, 11:00AM-12:00PM

Tim Farrell - Jay Rosenblatt Guitars
Tim Farrell is known and respected for fingerstyle playing and
original compositions that display an elegant simplicity celebrating the purity of the acoustic guitar. Tim is a rare kind of musician
who has the ability to both entertain an audience and inspire
future generations of players. When Tim plays, listeners experience music on a multitude of levels. It is through his mastery of
the intricacies and melodic grace of fingerstyle guitar that he has
created a sound that evokes emotion. It is a sound that is to be
felt as well as heard.
Sunday, April 15, 12:00-1:00PM - Heritage Room

Pete Smyser - American Archtop Guitars
Pete Smyser is a Pennsylvania-based professional guitarist,
composer, arranger, and educator. His influences and performing
styles are widely diverse ranging from acoustic guitar renditions
of contemporary pop and rock songs to straight ahead jazz,
blues, folk and traditional classical guitar. Pete plays both six
and seven string guitars. His custom made seven string guitars
include an additional low string which extends the bass range
of the instrument and creates new possibilities for composing,
arranging and performing.
Sunday, April 15, 1:00-2:00PM - Heritage Room

Stephen Bennett - Circa Guitars
Stephen Bennett has performed around the world and shared
the stage with some of the finest guitarists performing today. He
has created a body of work that is respected and loved. Whether playing his great-grandfather’s harp guitar, his 1930 National
Steel, or a 6-string crafted by John Slobod of Circa Guitars, Stephen Bennett is a musician to hear. His playing has won awards
and critical praise. In live performance and on recordings, his
diverse musical influences and interests are joined with a lifelong
love affair with the sound of guitar strings that is both apparent
and contagious!
Sunday, April 15, 2:00-3:00PM - Heritage Room
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Sourcing

EXOTIC
WOODS
By Rick Hearne

N

o one knows who the first human
was who discovered how to make
music using wooden instruments.
Maybe it was someone who
heard something appealing while
pounding sticks in a drum beat. This probably isn’t
the right format to start telling drummer jokes
but maybe we have to give drummers credit for
inventing musicians - or not. How many drummers
ask what key a song is in? So here we go.
We are looking for the next spectacular guitar
back and side set or drop top that will blind you
with its beauty and stop your heart with tone.
Well, maybe that does depend on who is playing
it for the second part of that equation. I learned
the hard way when I was 18 that talent is not
overrated. I had just upgraded my Montgomery
Ward $25 special no name solid body guitar with
a really cool paint job, a mile high action, and
pickups (like chainsaws) to a brand new Holy Shit
$180 red Fender Mustang when a hot guitarist
friend stopped by to visit. I went upstairs to fetch
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some refreshments and he started playing the
Mustang. There it was - tone like velvet, vibrato
you could surf on, and a lightning fast action. Only
when I came back downstairs did I realize he was
playing the chainsaws. Talent is not overrated! I
could have saved $155 by just working harder and
practicing more - or not. The Fender was great
for my image. I’m old. In those days, a loud amp
and a tie dyed t-shirt would make a good start
for being in the high school dance band. The first
“band” I was in knew seven songs, all with less
than 4 chords. We would repeat these over and
over; fast, fast, bump and grind …fast, fast, bump
and grind….etc. Hickies were worn as badges of
honor. In that little town in New Hampshire there
weren’t a lot of rock ‘n roll options for under $31
for an entire 5 piece “band”. We were all guitarists. We didn’t know any drummers or bassists.
When it comes to talent, back and side sets or
drop tops might be a different matter… or are
they? Mother Nature might have a little magic of
her own. Take a walk in a forest anywhere in the

world, keep your eyes and ears
open, and smell the air. Something is definitely at work and it
is up to you to tune into it. Each
walk is a unique experience, a
sensual learning adventure and a
spiritual growth opportunity. We
are all connected to this world
and each other. To what degree
is up to each of us to explore and
develop. That’s the beauty of it
all. We are all different and our
quests and visions not only do not
have to be the same, it is usually
more exciting and flavorful when
they aren’t. We can create endless
sensual and spiritual harmonies!
My day job is to travel around
the world and find the coolest hardwoods. My
job is getting easier in my old age as now I am
usually contacted by people who have found
me in their quest to sell an unusual product at a
premium price. Although my 60 something body
doesn’t recover from jetlag and long flights as
fast as it used to (this is not really a complaint
but more of an observation), no one who is
privileged to do what I do should be entitled to
complain. I do have several guidelines I follow
such as avoiding areas patrolled by twelve year
olds with automatic weapons or vicious drug
gangs, civil wars, disease epidemics, etc. These
rules do leave out some regions with really cool
wood such as Persian Walnut and Madagascar
Rosewood, but there are over 70,000 catalogued
species of trees in the world so there should be
some in the more friendly regions of the world.
A great place to start a tone wood quest is in
the Alps for Spruce. There are several reasons
this region should be among the best regions to
source top wood. In this day and age of consumerism, conservation and sustainability should be
our primary concern when it comes to sourcing

our resources. In order to harvest
trees in Western Europe sawmills
must comply with PEFC standards.
These are similar to FSC guidelines. A PEFC harvested tree must
come from a sustainably managed
woodlot where an individual log
can be traced back to the stump.
Removal of these trees cannot
impact erosion or water quality.
Strict government oversight and
enforcement ensures compliance
with these laws.
OK, we can feel environmentally
good about this Spruce but is that
enough? Well it would be nice if
the sound is good and projects to
the listener. It does! Think Stradivarius violins. These Spruce trees grow very
slowly as they struggle to survive harsh winters
and hostile terrain. They produce beautiful, tight
grained even-colored wood that when quarter
sawn displays a lustrous silk pattern. These pieces not only make tops that are beautiful to look
at but also project an incredibly sweet sound
from the body of the instrument. Pow!
Unfortunately, insects are outlaws and Spruce
trees are a target for new generations of beetles
that are moving into regions that used to be
protected by harsh winters but are now becoming milder. Some trees die while others produce
gum pockets to heal themselves. The Spruce is
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yet another endangered resource imperiled by
climate change. The erratic winters encourage
fast growth in the milder winters, slow growth in
the harsh ones, and are making
even- grained tops much more
difficult to produce. These factors coupled with lower yields
from insect damage result in
price increases every year for
these treasured tops.
If sourcing the tops by themselves isn’t enough of a reason
to travel to this region then just
go there to experience the old
world majesty of the quaint
little villages, friendly people,
organic air, and, oh yes, the food. It is not unusual
to find wild game, wild mushrooms, fresh mountain fish, and great beer on the menus. Did you
eat too much? Take a hike on a well maintained
trail for as long as you like (or need to burn those
calories). There are well marked trail systems in
the Alps for all levels of difficulty and durations.
The trees in the forest not only have different
trunk structures and leaves, they also have different fiber structures in the wood. This cannot only
vary between species but
also by the location where
each tree grows. Different
locations offer differences
in rainfall, soil, minerals, exposure to light, and on and
on. Pennsylvania is known
to produce the finest Cherry lumber with a salmon pink color and very little
internal gum damage. The same specie grown in
the Carolinas is more of an orange color while the
Cherry lumber from New England tends to be a
brighter pink with more gum pockets. So different guitars made from the same specie can have
entirely different sound qualities depending not
only on the location where the tree was grown but
also on which individual tree
the sets came from. There are
generalities that we can use
such as Mahogany produces
darker tones than Rosewood
or low density woods make
great teles, but these are only
generalities and can vary from
set to set.
Let’s look at Rosewood
from Central America. These
trees are coming specifically
from Guatemala, Honduras,
Nicaragua, Costa Rico, and
Panama. This region has
many different terrains and
climates. The Caribbean
side tends to be rain forest

while the Pacific side tends to be more arid. All
of the areas grow Rosewood and although they
are similar in some characteristics they all have
individual personalities and voices. One would
think that trees from the tropical jungle regions
would produce lower density, faster grown lumber
and that the high grown trees would have tighter grown annual rings but this is not always the
case. Some trees seem to just have a mind of their
own. It would again seem logical that two trees of
the same specie grown side by side would have
the same color and texture internally but, again,
too often I have witnessed the opposite. These
contradictions are what make these species so
interesting to me. There is always something to
be learned, something fresh to look forward to.
I was listening to a David Crosby interview the
other night and heard him say something like, “
I want to be learning something new on the day
that I die”. This curiosity is something that keeps
me going also. I want to keep learning from my
forest friends.
Traveling in Central America is more difficult
than exploring the Alps. It helps if you can speak
Spanish (I don’t) and if you don’t you need a
good ground man. The ground man should be
a local who knows
the region intimately.
This is important not
only for being able to
source the material
you are seeking but
to keep you aware of
the local hazards such
as fire ants and fer-de-lances. I have been walking through coffee bushes on the side of a steep
hill only to watch a snake slithering through the
branches three feet off the ground five feet ahead
of me. I did not race ahead to do a specie identification. I had been warned about fer-de-lances
before we started hiking.
The Rosewood trees are often left standing

“I want to be learning
something new on the day
that I die”
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on “coffee farms” to shade the coffee bushes. I
learned very quickly that coffee farms are usually nothing more than forests with coffee bushes
growing under the trees going on as far as you
can see. Here again we are seeking a product that
is sustainable. These countries take forest management very seriously alhough not always with
altruistic intentions as there are those who are primarily interested only in power. Rosewood trees
in Central America are protected and managed
under the CITES Convention. There are different
levels of protection. CITES 1 forbids any international trafficking - think elephant Ivory or Brazilian
Rosewood. A CITES 2 designation establishes
quotas based on sustainability (all non CITES 1
rosewoods), CITES 3 promotes caution. We are
harvesting CITES 2 species such as Cocobolo.
We own a share of a Rosewood nursery where we
grow three types of rosewoods and replant ten
trees for every one harvested. These saplings are

marked with colored foil to let the locals know these
are valuable species to be protected for future generations. We also GPS them and give the coordinates to the Forestry Department to have a record
as to where these future treasures can be found.
Well, now let’s talk about the wood, Dalbergia
tucurensis, often marketed as Guatemalan rosewood. This is one of nature’s gems which she
keeps hidden away in the jungle protected by coral snakes, fer-de-lances, and jaguars. These trees
thrive in rich volcanic soil hydrated by abundant
rainfall while sheltering coffee bushes. Typically,
they mature in eighty to one hundred and fifty
years although most will never see maturity. A jungle existence is a harsh existence with some of the
hazards being hurricanes, insects, and indigenous
people who still cook with firewood. The wood
itself can be purple, golden brown or orange with
a high specific gravity. Sometimes the colors are
uniform across the grain, other times the cross grain
artisanguitarshow.com | 11

can be laced with a beautiful spider webbing.
Only once have I found a highly figured bees
wing tree.
Figured rosewood?! Did that get your
attention? Yep, why do you think we keep
up this crazy lifestyle. It is not because we
like finding leaves that won’t burn your ass
after taking a crap in the jungle or picking fire
ants out of your socks and underwear while
standing naked in the rain. If you don’t get
goose bumps while opening up a figured
rosewood log this is not the business for you.
Selling drywall is a lot safer. We were cutting
rosewood on one trip when we broke open
one of nature’s true treasures. The milling
slowed, every board was photographed. All
of the workers wanted to be in the shots. This
is what we live for. By the end of the day there
was one more log to saw, it would have to
wait for the next day.
The next morning I was awakened by frantic knocking on my door. “get your camera,
come quick!”. The mill had burned down
during the night. We arrived back at what
used to be a sawmill but was now reduced to
a smoldering ruin. My heart fell to my stomach. We consider ourselves to be stewards of
nature’s bounty and any loss on our watch is
a tragedy. The fire had started due to a spark
from a neighbor’s cook stove blowing across
the wall into our sawdust pile. Luckily the fire

There’s only one Greenfield.
Your Greenfield.

greenfieldguitars.com
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was contained to the sawmill building and the
equipment shed. Our previous two day’s production was safe out in the field. But that last
figured rosewood, one of nature’s ultimate
forest treasures? My friend Oscar had driven
his loader into the fiery building to rescue
it. One year later with the sawmill carefully
reconstructed we sawed the log. The heat of
the fire added a new dimension to the color
of the wood. Now it is truly a phoenix resurrected into a Froggy Bottom baritone flat top.
The quest continues. Mother Nature will
take your breath away with all of these possible variations of the spirits hiding inside the
fiber of the wood grain.
Now we have selected a European Spruce
top and Rosewood back and sides. We have
a good start to the building of a beautiful guitar. With the right amount of construction wizardry and artistic talent there should be some
inspiring music coming out of this instrument!
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Peter Maier
Master
Realist
Painter
Meets
GuitaR
By John Detrick

I

n Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance, Robert Pirsig noted that quality
is not really all that mysterious because it
is so “simple, immediate and direct.” The
Pirsig quote is particularly relevant when
experiencing the art of Peter Maier. His works are
remarkable for attention to detail, intricacy, and
their striking physical beauty, but their impact is
still amazingly “simple, immediate and direct.”
The work of Peter Maier defines quality.
For many people, fine art can be quite intimidating. We feel that there is something haughty
about art and that most of us are simply not adequately prepared or qualified to appreciate the
masters and their works. In the words of respected and renowned guitar maker John Monteleone,
“Sometimes it isn’t so easy to explain art. You just
have to let it in and hit you.”
It is striking just how fortunate we are when
viewing the work created by Peter Maier. We
have no immediate need for a deeply technical
14 | artisanguitarshow.com

knowledge or any particular historical context.
We have the good fortune of being able to simply experience the work in the moment without
intellectual encumbrance or insecurity. Real beauty and fineness are just that way.
In the simplest of terms, Maier creates realist
fine art that is renowned by experts, museums,
and collectors alike, but that remains assessible
to and understandable by the masses. The reality
is uncomplicated – the appreciation of the work
of Peter Maier by such a diverse audience is
simply the byproduct of quality. In Maier’s words,
“Good is good, and people appreciate good.”
Maier has enjoyed a long and respected career
as a fine artist. Through the grace of having
a good and inquisitive mind combined with
enormous talent, Maier has maintained artistic
continuity and integrity while painting diverse
subjects.
It is interesting to contemplate how artistic
disciplines relate to one another; there are always

Monteleone Stingray

parallels. The craft of guitar-making and the
painting of Peter Maier are no different - there are
many interesting parallels and connections. Maier
is recognized as one of the greatest living realist
painters. His name is rightfully mentioned with realist masters like Vermeer and Rembrandt as well
as with American legends such as Winslow Homer, Thomas Eakins, and Edward Hopper. In the
world of guitar making, similar
comparisons are being made
to another time in history.
Much like Maier and the realist
masters, names like D’Angelico, D’Aquisto, and Monteleone
are now mentioned along with
the names of master violin
makers Stradavari, Amati, and
Guarneri.
The work that Peter has undertaken recently is particularly
interesting. He has embarked
on an anthology of paintings
referred to as the Celebrity
Series. It is interesting to note
that the first paintings in the
Celebrity Series were created
long before Peter developed
the concept of a collection
featuring celebrity images and
icons. Just as interesting is that
the series includes both animate and inanimate subjects.
It is easy to appreciate his

paintings for the diversity they represent and to
fully grasp the span of his amazing career. The
paintings 1959 Stingray, American Pharoah, and
1969 (Easy Rider) are examples of works created
before the “celebrity” concept was developed.
Recent subjects presented in the Celebrity Series
include historic baby boom generation icons Bob
Dylan, Willy Nelson, Bruce Springsteen, Mick
Jagger, Andy Warhol, Keith Richards, Janis Joplin,
and Jimi Hendrix. These are among an elite group
of pop idols who greatly influenced and shaped a
generation. Many of the subjects presented in the
Peter Maier Celebrity Series represent the cultural
influence of the guitar on the world. Guitar makers
working today have made their instruments functional works of art. In the Celebrity Series, Peter
Maier has captured the ambassadors who have
brought that art to the world.
In 1965, Maier subject Bob Dylan went “electric” at the Newport Folk Festival where he
performed a rock-and-roll set publicly for the very
first time to a litany of shouts and boos from an
obviously perturbed audience. Dylan changed the
music world in many respects on that day. Another Maier subject, Willie Nelson, has been playing
a much-loved and universally recognized C.F. Martin & Co. nylon-stringed N-20 named Trigger for
more than 45 years. C.F. Martin & Co. has been a
force in guitar making since 1833 and has literally
shaped an industry.
Among the most recognizable instruments in
the world is a 1950s Fender Esquire played by
Maier subject Bruce Springsteen. Also bringing
the Leo Fender name to the forefront of American
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culture was Maier subject Jimi Hendrix. Jimi took
the world by surprise with an incredible Monterey Pop Festival performance which he concluded with “the sacrificial burning of his now-iconic
hand-painted Stratocaster.” The guitar, in its own
profoundly important way, is a celebrity of our
times.
The artistic parallels between Maier’s realist
painting and the high-level craft of guitar making
are particularly interesting. They are especially
noteworthy when comparing the Peter Maier work
1959 Stingray and the John Monteleone Stingray guitar. Maier’s painting features the famous
1959 Corvette XP-87 Stingray Racer concept car.
Corvette XP-87 is a story with its styling roots in
nature and a design model that has evolved and
progressed during a period of more than 50 years,
Using a 1957 Zora Arkus-Duntov project as the
structural basis, Bill Mitchell, Peter Brock, and Larry Shinoda designed Corvette XP-87. The styling
1959 Corvette XP-87 Stingray Racer
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cues of Corvette XP-87 have their design roots
in a deep-sea fishing trip when Mitchell became
particularly fascinated with the rippling movements and shape of the stingray fish. Mitchell was
also drawn to the split-window design seen on the
pre-war Bugatti Type 57C Atlantic, the early 1950s
Alfa Romeo BAT concept cars, and the early
1950s Oldsmobile Golden Rocket.
The Corvette XP-87 concept car provided the
essential styling basis for the 1963-1967 Corvette
Stingray including the popular and collectible
1963 Split-Window Coupe. The Monteleone
Stingray guitar took the graceful lines, cues, and
finish touches of the 1963 Split-Window Corvette and incorporated them into a magnificent
hand-crafted guitar. The intricate headstock,
tailpiece, and fretboard inlays show the grace and
beauty of the split-window design. The gentle
shaping of the hand-carved archtop body especially at the tailpiece is reminiscent of the mid-

Progression of
Under My Thumb Keith Richards from
layout to final painting

year Corvette “Coke Bottle” design. The John
Monteleone Stingray guitar subtly and brilliantly
punctuates the current progression of the artistic
design that began with the 1959 Corvette XP-87
Stingray concept car nearly 60 years ago.
Monteleone described experiencing the work of
Peter Maier by saying “When I first encountered
his incredible painting of the legendary STINGRAY
automobile I was shocked to understand that it
was not a photograph I was looking at but a magnificent work of painted art. I had the pleasure
of meeting Peter at his studio where I stood in
front of the largest aluminum panel canvases I’ve
ever encountered. They are magnificent works of
art! Have to be seen to
be believed!”
Maier and Monteleone
have more in common
than just being worldclass craftsman and
sharing an appreciation
of the Corvette Stingray.
They are both men who
hold themselves to the
highest standards in their
work. These are men who
deeply understand their
craft – men who are not
motivated by unchecked
ego, but by the pursuit
of quality. In the words
of Peter Maier, “I don’t
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paint to please others - I try to please myself. I am
always in competition with myself.”
In conversation, Maier informally ranks the arts
by specific discipline and he believes the highest
form of fine art is painting and sculpting and the
second is writing. He is quick to note that music
is also high on the list. Imagine Maier adding
the most intricate elements to a painting with his
detailed brushes and tools; now imagine Monteleone finely sculpting the body of a world-class
archtop guitar with his delicate chisel. Maier and
Monteleone are modern-day artisans of historic
note. The work of these men will transcend the
generations and stand in history as representing
the absolute quality
being created in these
times.
The fundamental
creative difference is
that the guitar must be
functional art. Monteleone explains “While
Peter’s art might be
more obvious and with
extreme detail, my own
thematic designing
has to conform to the
musical instrument, the
guitar itself…always, and
must as that be playable
art. The challenge for
Monteleone Stingray
me is how to extract

those more subtle elements of the design into this
unique balance of form and function. In this way
the thematic influence may be less obvious and
in that way I enjoy leaving the observer to fill in
the blanks and make the correlation. Hopefully,
this delicate balance can be seen and heard in the
Monteleone STINGRAY archtop guitar.”
“This world is but a canvas to our imagination”
are words first spoken by Henry David Thoreau.
Imagination is such an innate and personal attribute of the individual personality. Imagination
is also at the heart of the creative process. Peter
Maier believes that artistic talent, like imagination,
“is natural, inherent, and instinctive.” The talent
required to create the work of men like Peter
Maier and John Monteleone is often beyond our
imagination. It is an awesome gift that they have
chosen to share their talents with the world.

Peter Maier/Dale Unger Collaboration

Peter Maier/Dale Unger Collaboration
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THE
AGE
OF THE
ARCHTOP
By John Detrick

Benoit Lavoie Archtop

T

hroughout the history of mankind,
engineers and designers have created products that are best described
as art. The elegant flowing lines of
a vintage Ferrari or the warmth and
beauty found in the architecture of a mid-century
California Ray Kappe home are great examples.
The imagery of these iconic designs is truly a feast
for the eyes.
It is easy to be awed by the ability of an artist
or designer to almost perfectly marry form and
function. The world of hand-crafted guitars is filled
with wonderful examples. The burden of creating
a sophisticated, cultured, and tasteful design that
must always follow function is extreme.
The subtleties of how tone is created and
the variables that effect the sonic qualities of a
stringed instrument are complicated. The balance
of using proven techniques and woods with the
search for innovative approaches and materials is
never ending. It is easy to be captivated by almost
all guitars, but lately the archtop guitar has again
captured the attention of the world.
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The inspiration and design elements of the
archtop guitar are clearly rooted in many of the
features found on the Italian violin, but it is very
much an American instrument. The initial application of violin design techniques to the archtop
guitar is attributed to Orville Gibson of Kalamazoo, Michigan around 1897. The Gibson archtop
featured a hand-carved, arched top and back
instead of the traditional flat surfaces then common on guitars of the era. The combination of
the arched surfaces and an oval soundhole was
Ray Kappe - Architect

1963 Ferrari GT
California Spyder

intended to increase both volume and projection.
The development of the archtop guitar has truly
been an evolutionary process with much experimentation involved for very practical reasons.
As an example, when guitars were introduced to
orchestras around the beginning of the twentieth
century there was no amplification. Larger guitar
bodies allowed greater sonic force so that guitar
players were not lost in the
mix and level of sound created by a big band. In order to
enhance volume and projection, guitar makers began to
experiment with body size
and style.
The variations in f-hole versus round or oval
soundholes were also practical. Instruments with
round or oval sound holes can have a very
different sound than those with f-holes.
Volume, timbre, and
the “punch”
of a note

There is very real
science involved in
building a guitar.

Bill Comins
Ivy Rose Side Port Detail

are all impacted by the soundhole. The same is
true of bracing, wood selections, bridge height
adjustment, and the myriad of techniques and
materials that effect tone and intonation. There
is very real science involved in building a guitar.
In the case of the archtop guitar as an acoustic
instrument, there were many considerations that
drove innovation. When electrification and amplification were introduced, the design nuances all
changed again.
The Gibson story has been told many times and
there is no need to say more than the demand for
the work of Orville Gibson greatly surpassed his
ability to supply guitars and mandolins. The result
of that supply-demand imbalance combined with
a few other factors was that a group of investors
ultimately gained control of the Gibson Guitar
Company brand in 1904. What happened to the
involvement of Orville Gibson after that is some
combination of myth and lore. Most

Tom Ribbecke

John Monteleone

historians seem to agree that his failing health and
emotional detachment contributed greatly to the
demise of his role at Gibson.
The next prominent name to impact the Gibson
brand was Lloyd Loar who joined the company in
1919. The Loar era is marked by the release of the
Gibson L5 with f-hole design and this was his first
major contribution at Gibson. The L5 is significant
for its impact on the performing community and
included a few model variations. This legendary
archtop was played by prominent musicians like
Lee Ritenour, John Mayer, Eric Clapton, Maybelle
Carter, and Django Reinhar while he toured with
Duke Ellington.
Cris Mirabella
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John Monteleone

Another significant Gibson contribution to the
archtop community was the ES series of guitars
released in 1936. The ES denoted this guitar as
the “Electric Spanish” model. The first in the
series was the ES-150 and it was made famous
by musician Charlie Christian. Most ES guitars
are semi-hollow body instruments and are instruments of legend. The ES was made famous
throughout its history by a diverse group of musicians that includes Larry Carlton, Chuck Berry,
Dave Grohl, Eric Johnson, and B.B. King with his
legendary ES-335 known as “Lucille.”
The 1930s were particularly interesting for
another historically important occurrence. In 1932,
John D’Angelico opened his shop at 40 Kenmare
Street in New York City and began hand-crafting
fine archtop guitars. The D’Angelico story is an
almost classic Italian tale. John was born on the
Lower East Side of Manhattan in Little Italy in
1905 to Italian immigrant parents. His father was
a tailor and his great-uncle, Raphael Ciani, was a
luthier. As just a boy of perhaps nine, John began
working in the Ciani violin shop at 57 Kenmare
Street.

Benoit Lavoie

Stuart Day

Tim Bram

Raphael Ciani died in 1923 and most historians
believe that John D’Angelico, then just 18 years
old, assumed control of operations. The guitars
being built by John D’Angelico by 1932 were
largely modeled on the instruments made by
Gibson. D’Angelico, who died in 1964, built more
than eleven hundred high-quality instruments that
were revered for both their aesthetics and sonic
qualities and were played by a diverse group of
guitarists. John D’Angelico guitars such as the
New Yorker and Excel are functional works of art
coveted by players, museums, and collectors alike
to this very day.
James “Jimmy” D’Aquisto, born in 1935,
was just three years old when John D’Angelico
opened that first shop on Kenmare. Jimmy, like
John, was a descendant of Italian immigrants.
D’Aquisto was also a talented musician with a
great feel for jazz guitar and a sense of beat that
allowed him to play bass as well. He developed
an appreciation and interest in guitar making and
made repeated visits to the D’Angelico shop. In
1952, at the age of seventeen, Jimmy joined John
D’Angelico on Kenmare Street as a shop boy
and remained there for 12 years until the time of
John’s death.
When John died, Jimmy relocated to Long
Island where he continued the D’Angelico style
approach and built many fine instruments in that
tradition. It is important to note that D’Aquisto
was also driven by innovation and experimentation and many historians believe that he created
an environment in which future guitar makers felt
free to explore non-traditional building methodologies and techniques. To this day, Jimmy is
recognized as a guitar maker of historic note and
is admired for work that is often described as
“ground-breaking” by his peers and followers.
In many respects, the work of John D’Angelico

and Jimmy D’Aquisto, who both died at the age
59, provided context and foundation for the archtop guitars that are being presented and played
today. In performance terms, the work of those
two masters set the stage for the exciting times in
which we now live. The Artisan Guitar Show has
focused on providing a mix of magnificent archtops along with world-class flattop guitars.
Please enjoy this photo essay featuring the
diverse archtop guitar makers and instruments of
the Artisan Guitar Show. These instruments will
hold a place in history for generations to come.
John Monteleone
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Ken Parker

THE LUTHIERS
Mirko Borghino
Mirko Borghino is respected for fine
craftsmanship and design that results
in the creation of unique instruments.
His work satisfies the needs of the most
demanding professionals and the vices
of the most sophisticated collectors.
Tim Bram
The archtop guitars created by Tim
Bram are beautiful, hand-carved instruments inspired by the classic Telecaster
shape. Each guitar is made with the
finest materials and precision craftsmanship.
Bill Comins
Bill Comins has been practicing the art
of luthiery for nearly 25 years. His work is
described with superlatives like refined, precise,
and comfortable. The tonal qualities of his instruments are the perfect blend of a totally modern
technical instrument that produces the sound
quality of aged or broken-in wood.
Stuart Day
Stuart Day has been practicing the fine art
of lutherie for his entire adult life and he has
worked with some of the finest guitar makers in
the industry. His work is remarkable for both its
physical beauty and tonal diversity.
Benoit Lavoie
The instruments made by Benoît Lavoie offer
musicians an incomparable sound that is balanced
and powerful combined with beautiful aesthetics.
Cris Mirabella
Cris Mirabella builds guitars in the New York
style and tradition while incorporating his own innovative ideas and designs. This balance, as well
as the balance of visual art and acoustic science,
are reflected in each of the instruments Mirabella
creates.
John Monteleone
Recognized as being one of the
finest living archtop guitar and mandolin makers in the world today, John
Monteleone has been at the forefront
of innovative cutting-edge archtop
instrument making for many years.

John Monteleone

Ken Parker
Ken Parker is an American luthier known and
respected for his unique archtop guitars. His guitars set the standard for design that is intelligent,
innovative, and aesthetically beautiful. Sherwood
Phifer
Sherwood Phifer is master luthier and craftsman
who has been building, repairing and restoring
electric and acoustic guitars for more than forty
years. Some of the notable artists using Phifer
Guitars are George Benson, Ronnie Jordan, and
Richie Hart.
Tom Ribbecke
Tom Ribbecke is among the master luthiers
working today. He is respected for creating instruments that perfectly suit the needs of his clients
and he is admired for giving a part of himself to
every instrument he builds.
Roger Sadowsky
Sadowsky archtops have received unrivaled
praise by guitarists worldwide. Beginning with the
Jim Hall model and several more models to follow, Sadowsky archtops have set a new standard
in affordable quality.
Dale Unger
Dale Unger has been playing and building
guitars for nearly 45 years. His passion for archtop
design and construction is evident in every guitar
he builds.
Roger Sadowsky

Bill Comins
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Mirko Borghino
John Monteleone

Tom Ribbecke

Bill Comins
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Five Minutes with
Bryan Galloup of Galloup Guitars
Artisan Guitar Show: At the heart of a handcrafted instrument is its tonewood. The wood used to create a finely
handcrafted guitar must meet a few criteria: unique tonal
qualities, physical stability for longevity, and of course
aesthetic beauty. The question is “how hard is it to source
these acceptable tonewoods, and is it only growing more
and more difficult?”
Bryan Galloup: To make world class instruments, the parameters are very tight in order to achieve the level of tone
desired by a world class performer. The tonewood I use is
out there, and readily available for a maker who builds 20
to 40 guitars a year. That is to say, if you know what you are
looking for. I have developed software that dictates the use
of my tonewoods based on stringent sonic and structural
parameters. The use of this technology can even expand
the use of some tonewoods in my library that others might
have overlooked. It’s the larger manufacturers that will find
it more difficult to source the desired “industry standard”
tonewoods. These companies will most certainly have to
resort to alternative tonewoods for their instrument’s back
and sides in the near future. Soundboards are another
issue. It will be very hard to find a tonal replacement for
tonewoods such as spruce in the future.
Artisan Guitar Show: Computer-Assisted Voicing™ is
a Galloup proprietary process that combines traditional
voicing techniques with modern methods. Introducing truly
modern technology to an art, that in the past has largely
been one of hand-crafting, requires a delicate balance.
How do you think technology will impact guitar making in
the future?
Bryan Galloup: In the very near future, all instrument making will be assisted by a software based approach, at one
level or another. In another time, instrument making was a
linked chain of information handed down from master to
apprentice. Currently, that system no longer exists at the
level needed to keep up with the demand of world class
instruments, and the skilled luthiers who can make them.
I can’t speak for any other systems that may be out there,
but my Computer-Assisted Voicing™ approach re-links that
“master to apprentice” approach, combining centuries of lutherie knowledge with fingertip speed, calculating sensitive
information at the correct time and for the correct reasons.
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Artisan Guitar Show:
The Galloup School
of Guitar Building and
Repair is internationally respected. You have
been training guitar makers for 25
years. Do you feel that the craft can be taught to anyone
with an interest, or does it require some innate, natural
talent to become a successful guitar maker?
Bryan Galloup: Lutherie can be taught to any individual
with a desire to learn the craft, but success can be evaluated at many different levels. First, one would have to define
the phrase “successful luthier” to understand what they
are referring to. Are you talking about a high-end acoustic,
archtop, or electric guitar maker, or are you referring to a
light manufacturing system, or lean/high volume corporation? There are other options like, being a guitar tech for
a large music chain, a small music store, or being on the
road touring as a guitar tech for a major performer, might
be one’s idea of success. So with this in mind, being able
to succeed in lutherie has never been more likely of an
option than in today’s market. In my school, I find many
different levels of skill walking through the door. Some hit
the ground running, and some need a little extra attention,
but this never seems to define the level of craftsman any
student might become. Some students progress as expected; they are promising students coming in, and they
are incredible going out, but some of our most challenged
students still end up being some of today’s most talented
luthiers.
Artisan Guitar Show: Guitar making is an art, and guitar
makers by nature are a solitary group who spend countless
hours alone in the shop. Yet, one of the most interesting
things about the guitar-making world is the profound sense
of community and the generosity of spirit when it comes to
helping one another and sharing knowledge. How do you
balance practicing a deeply personal craft while sharing it
with the world through your school?
Bryan Galloup: Most of the luthiers I hang with operate at
a pretty high level, and run wide open for the most part.
Every one of them shares the same open door policy as
me, and all of their shops are the same as mine…an old
school guitar shop. The trend in guitar making over the
past few decades has been all about some high speed, low
drag, latest and greatest trick that’s going to make guitars
sound better. In reality, we’re still trying to figure out what
made the instruments from the classic area of the 20th
century sound so killer. The sharing of information you are
referring to is, in actuality, the continuous collaboration
that forms a healthy community. I have found that an open
door policy is the only way to operate. If someone needs
help, you give them a hand, and in return someday those
very same people will return the favor.
Artisan Guitar Show: Please name three recordings that
you think would be a great addition to any music library or
collection.
Bryan Galloup: Tony Rice, Sings Gordon Lightfoot
BB King, Live at the Regal
Mike Bloomfield, Live at the Old Waldorf

Stephen Showalter
Owner & Builder
"We specialize in LOCAL Wood"
6074 Williamsburg Road
Linville, VA 22834
(540) 820-1525
http://www.showalterguitars.com
Visit us on Facebook @ShowalterGuitars
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By Stuart Day

A

t first, when I was approached to
write this article, the idea was to
do a perspective piece from my
own point of view as a young-ish
luthier in the world of high end
contemporary instruments. As much as I love
talking about myself, after some consideration I
thought that it might be more interesting to hear
some other points of view. After all, one of the
reasons I love being part of this trade is that I
have never met a boring luthier. Everyone involved in this trade is coming at it from a different

angle, is highly competent and intelligent, and is
bringing something unique to the table. I also was
trying to think of an article I haven’t read already.
We have all read dozens of “featured” luthier
articles and technical minutia pieces. What could
I write that was a little different? I finally decided
on sending out a handful of questions to a few
luthiers that are in my generation of makers who
I think are important and unique and who might
have some interesting thoughts on their experience, the state of the trade as they see it, and
what they think about while building.

Clockwise from top: Stuart Day, Isaac Jang, Tom Sands, Sam Guidry, Meredith Coloma
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I chose four people whom I’ve gotten to know
over the years and sent them each a few identical
questions and a few questions specific to them.
I’ve written this piece around their views and
hope that it is an enjoyable read but I also hope it
serves to show that while what people consider to
be “the golden era” of lutherie is behind us, the
future of lutherie is extremely bright and in very
competent, passionate, and visionary hands. Maybe it will be called the “platinum era” of lutherie.
The four luthiers I chose to speak with are Sam
Guidry, Tom Sands, Isaac Jang and Meredith
Coloma.

Sam Guidry

Sam was one of the first people I met in my
own journey in lutherie. When I attended Bryan
Galloup’s “Galloup School of Lutherie” Sam was
Sam Guidry Bryan’s right-hand
man. He was an ever
present and admired
figure at the school and
later when I was Bryan’s
apprentice, Sam and I
became good friends
and throughout the
years he has continued
to be a source of inspiration and information
for me. Sam has played
a critical role with Bryan
in developing an empirical way of looking
at the voicing of instruments and, in my opinion,
their work in this area will be heavily studied and
revered in the future. I wanted to speak to Sam
because after nearly 19 years as Bryan’s right-hand
man, he has only recently begun building his own
instruments in earnest. When it comes to voicing
acoustic flat top guitars from the perspective of
empirically based science I don’t know anyone in
this generation of makers who knows more on the
subject.
Tom Sands

Tom Sands

I first learned of Tom Sands on Instagram. I had
been developing an idea for a while where I was
going to inlay chemically treated metals into my
rosettes. One day I logged on and saw that someone named Tom Sands had beat me to it and was
doing it well. This moment of frustration and air
punching led to an interest in his work. I noticed
he was apprenticing with Ervin Somogyi and had
a very clean and fresh aesthetic design sense.
We met at the 2017 Artisan Guitar Show and got
along immediately. We share an interest in design,
ecologically sustainable building, and playing with
different materials. Tom gets a lot of his design
sense and woodworking chops from the fact that
prior to apprenticing with Ervin he was already an
accomplished and formally trained furniture maker
and industrial designer. The newest to lutherie of
the four folks I spoke with, Tom is already gaining a ton of attention and clearly has a strong
command over the craft. He is an example of
something that I think is crucial for young makers
which is to expand your skill set understanding of
woodworking outside of the walls of instruments.
The knowledge gained from building furniture,
doing contracting work or carpentry gives you
a much broader foundational base that always
seems to serve those with that kind of experience
well in lutherie.

Isaac Jang

Isaac Jang

Isaac Jang was also
one of the first people
I met in lutherie. Isaac
was a student at the
Galloup School when I
was apprenticing with
Bryan. A big part of my
apprenticeship there
was being an assistant instructor for the
school. One of the first
things I realized about
Isaac was that he had
an idea very early on
of how he wanted his
instruments to look -constantly disobeying
instructions by us to
do his own thing -- a
trait that I also had as
a student. It was clear
that he had an impeccable eye for clean
work and a serious
attention to detail and
focus. I was not at all
surprised to later hear
that he had landed an
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apprenticeship with Kathy Wingert. He then went
on to teach lutherie at the Music Institute in Los
Angeles and is now one of the bright rising stars
of this new crop of luthiers. Not only has Isaac
introduced one of the nicest designed flattops
in my recent memory with some of the cleanest
work, but he also has a knack for being an extremely likeable guy who finds ways to insert himself into the scene of whatever he is taking part in.
Whether it’s doing video projects for guitar shows
or effortlessly getting to know high profile guitar
clients in repair shops he’s worked at, Isaac has
the power personality on his side and is a great
example of how success comes to those who are
genuine, humble and kind at heart.

Meredith Coloma

Meredith is someone I met at the Montreal
Guitar Festival way back when. At the time she
was working for famed Canadian builder Michael
Dunn. She struck me with her creative and artistic
instruments and when I later found out that prior
to working with Mr. Dunn she had
spent an apprenticeship with Roger
Sadowsky, I knew she was going to be
a serious figure in the world of lutherie. She hasn’t disappointed. Being a
constant public figure in the trade, having an obvious sense for business, a passion for
educating, and recently founding the Vancouver
Guitar Show, Meredith is a multi-faceted luthier
who has her hands in a lot of different enterprises at any given time. She exemplifies an aspect
of contemporary lutherie which I think is often
overlooked. Lutherie today is not the hippie-dippie cottage industry it was 30 years ago. Meredith
brings a modern and savvy business sense to her
practice and always seems to be looking for new
opportunities and new ways to leverage her skills
and talents to create more avenues to explore

Sam Guidry

inside and outside of her shop.
One of the things that constantly fascinates me
is not so much why luthiers get into lutherie in the
first place, but why they stay. I think we all have
pretty similar stories on how we got into lutherie. The first couple years of a luthier’s career are
marked by a wide-eyed excitement and passion
for this new journey and by the overwhelming
amount of skill and knowledge that must be
developed to keep our head above water. What
really interests me is in the next few chapters of
a career, when that wide-eyed
excitement starts to become tempered by the reality of making a
living, when the tasks of owning a
business start to creep in on your
time at the work bench, and when
the financial realities start to clash with the fantasy, what keeps us coming back? What is it about
lutherie that keeps more seasoned instrument
makers in that phase between rookie and veteran,
most of whom develop a wide range of skill sets
that could be perfectly applicable in other careers,
turning on the shop lights and getting back to it
day in and day out?
There were some trends in the answers I received from these four luthiers that echoed my
own feelings and the trends I’ve heard in conversations with others over the years. The most
obvious reason for coming into work every day is
the simple joy that we derive from the work itself.
Isaac - “I find myself enjoying the work in itself,
each task seems to have its own appeal to me.” I,
myself, think there is an intrinsic and deeply seeded contentment that comes from working with
your hands. The smell of the workshop was one of
the first things that attracted me to woodworking.
The feel of wood in your hands, the manipulation
of hand tools, the tactile experience of building or
fixing something touches a very deep and profound aspect of human nature.
There is also a sense of excitement for what
waits at the bench tomorrow and we have a feeling like we are not tied to this monotonous drone
of the same task each day. Meredith – “I like the
non-routine aspect of the job; every day’s tasks
are different from the one before especially since I

“I have a need
to
improve.”

Meredith Coloma
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never make the same exact thing
twice.” The daily diversity of
work seems to be something that
everybody mentioned as a reason
that they continue to dedicate
themselves to lutherie year after
year.
For many luthiers there is
a, sometimes less articulated,
internal drive to improve. This
is something I find in myself a
lot. I enjoy the work because I
enjoy improving the work. Sam
echoes this by saying “I have a
need to improve. Everything I
do is to get better as a luthier, to
understand more, to raise the bar
higher. The drive to be the best has been pushing me for a long time and the next generation is
nipping at my heels so to put it simply, I have to
keep pushing myself forward.”
The versatile nature of lutherie and particularly
of running a business also has a strong appeal
to many people. Wearing multiple hats at once
is both a challenge and a stimulating experience
at the same time. This entrepreneurial aspect
of lutherie, I think, is one of the most intriguing
aspects of contemporary lutherie. Tom likens it to
being a fine chef. “The challenge is to take our
limited ingredients and find new ways to inject

flavor, and color and texture to
delight the player. To me being
a luthier isn’t just about building
the guitars, it’s also about building
that relationship with the client
and creating an experience. It’s
the whole package, the guitar is
actually just a part of the bigger picture. In the same way as,
fine dining isn’t just about the
food, it’s about the art on the
walls, the lighting, the choice of
silverware on the table. I’m always
asking myself, how’s the ambience?” I think this hits the nail
Stuart Day
on the head as one of the most
underrated differences between
a hand crafted instrument and a factory made
instrument. Tom is right, it’s not just about the
guitar, although that is the center piece and the
reason to come to the restaurant in the first place.
But there is more to the experience of buying
and building a hand crafted instrument. It’s an
experience that used to dominate many consumer
goods but mass manufacturing has now relegated
to a few.
As with all labors of passion, every reason to
do it seems to be accompanied with a challenge.
Starting a contemporary practice in lutherie
is maybe one of the most difficult things I can
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Stuart Day

imagine doing with one’s life. It’s
a catch 22. The sheer amount
of time and dedication it takes
(years and years of 60-70-hour
work weeks) to become proficient
enough to be competitive makes
it difficult to pursue a side job if a
full-time career in instruments is
your goal. But, at the same time,
it will be years and years of 60-70hour work weeks before anyone
is willing to pay you enough to
make even a meager living, let
alone do well for yourself. So,
how do you survive in the interim?
I have personally made it a point
in my own blog articles and videos to be as honest as I can about
my experience because I think
the only way to set up younger
makers for success is to lay out an
accurate picture of the landscape they are working with. So, what are some of the challenges that
young upstart luthiers need to overcome?
For most of the luthiers I spoke with the biggest challenge was simply starting.
Isaac said that “I think the biggest
challenge for me in starting my own
business was actually just starting.
It was a scary jump, and everything
was new, and uncertain. It’s easy
to stay at a comfortable place because it feels
secure. “
That fear is real. I gave an entire lecture on the
fear and uncertainty of beginning a lutherie business at a tech and entrepreneurial lecture series
at University of Pittsburgh a few years ago. I could
have spoken for days on the subject. A great
book on this subject, by the way,
is called “Uncertainty – Turning
Fear and Doubt into Fuel for
Brilliance” by Jonathan Fields. I
highly recommend it.
Transitions from that “comfortable place” like a lutherie school
or apprenticeship or even a day
job, can come with its own set of
adjustments that make starting a
big challenge.
Tom – “It’s the small things
that make the big difference, like
tracking down the glue brushes
that you really like to use or fret
cutters that were ground in just
the right way. I’d gotten to a
point in Ervin’s shop where I

The acustic guitar
is an infinitely
complex system
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could do the bulk of the work
without really needing to think
too much about the process, you
don’t know what you haven’t got
until you reach for it and it’s not
there.”
There is also a big challenge
in reconciling the more romantic
artistic and craftwork aspects of
building with the business end
of it. For a lot of people just
accepting that this needs to be
approached as a business is a
hard-enough pill to swallow, let
alone getting fully on board and
jumping into things like bookkeeping and marketing. Even
for someone like Sam, who has
the unique position of working
from within the Galloup School
shop, “I found the business side
of guitar making to be the largest surprise overall
(referring to him starting to sell his own instruments)… Quality work is not enough, whether its
music or guitars, you still have to play the game
and the game is what burns most people out.”
Probably the largest challenge from the standpoint of gaining market share and attention is
competing with larger manufacturers. Meredith “Competing with mass manufactured instruments
and educating the public as to the multi-benefits
of supporting the artisanal movement in terms of
value for your buck with the quality and freedom
of choice you have with your instrument, and in
terms of supporting craftspeople over corporate
brands. The key to the growth of my business was
mastering the use of social media platforms which
is necessary for reaching today’s client base.”
In my experience, one of the
Sam Guidry
best things you can do to correct
for these challenges is give
yourself a solid foundation. One
thing that modern luthiers have
that previous generations didn’t
is a lot of options for formal
and self-education. Sam, as the
current main instructor at Galloup’s school reflected that “In
some ways it is easier for young
makers. There is a dearth of
information on luthier available
online and in books, schools like
ours to help you get started,
and the culture of “makers” that
encourage people to take their
crafts to the next level.”

Tom Sands

I asked Isaac, since he was a student
at Galloup and now teaches at MIA
about the importance of education in
lutherie. “There are many great luthiers
who are self-taught or taught by work
experience. For me, though, the guitar
making school set a good foundation
in guitar making. Formal training helps
save time in learning because the
schooling focuses on teaching. For
example, instead of spending a few
years in a work setting to learn basic
construction, schools will intensely
teach students about basic construction
in a few weeks. My advice to young
students starting out is to be patient, find a good
mentor, and stay humble.”
While there are certainly new challenges which
are unique to modern lutherie, like CITES regulations, stricter city zoning, higher cost of business
ownership, tighter scrutiny and stiffer competition
in a shrinking market, we have the advantage of
the knowledge and education that was developed
by the previous generations in the craft. One area
where this is clear is in our understanding of voicing acoustic instruments. For a long time, luthiers
were really shooting in the dark, developing the
theories we stand on today and going through
an immense amount of trial and error. Thirty or
forty years ago it would take decades for a luthier
to even begin to understand the basics of what
exactly was going on with the bracing, carving,
thicknessing of tops and back etc… and how to
apply that towards controlling tone. Today, with
the help of our predecessors’ work and modern
tools that can help us look at sound, we are able
to develop a real understanding of voicing much
earlier in the arc of our careers. None of us feel
that we have mastered this by any stretch of the
imagination. But where previous luthiers spent 20
Isaac Jang

years trying to figure out the basics, we
have the advantage of spending those
20 years developing a more nuanced
and refined understanding. It’s because
of this that I think the future of lutherie
in acoustic instruments will produce
some of the best instrument makers
yet. I asked Sam, Tom and Isaac to
sum up where they stand currently with
regard to their voicing philosophy.
Sam – “To sum up, I use an empirical
method Bryan Galloup and I developed over the time we have worked
together. My ultimate goal is to make
the best sounding guitar in the world
and we have found that through science you can
measure and track your progress quantitatively,
which ultimately makes it easier to replicate once
you have found what you are looking for.”
Tom – “The acoustic guitar is an infinitely
complex system. There are countless subtleties
that I’ll continue to wrestle with as I develop as
a luthier. With that in mind, I’ll always look for
and pay attention to the potential energy-sinks
on the guitar -- if something is oscillating then its
taking something from the ‘energy budget’ of the
system.”
Isaac – “Balance. I
like to build guitars
that have good balance in tone and bring
out what each wood
has to offer in its tonal quality.”
This reminded me of a moment in a recent
guitar show when I pulled Isaac aside. I heard a
sparkle in his mid-range that I was having trouble getting in my own instruments and I wanted
to know what his thoughts were. As we spoke it
dawned on me that at one point he was student
and I was instructor. And now, he was teaching
me. It was a moment that made me feel very
fortunate to be a member of this community, this
trade, and these people who continuously work
and live on this edge of absolute love of craft
and precision -- some of the brightest and most
humble people I know. I care a lot about them
and this trade and one thing I am constantly
thinking about is “where is it all heading?” I see
articles pop up all the time about how the instrument business is in poor shape. Maybe with her
experience founding the Vancouver guitar show
Meredith would have a perspective many of the
rest of us don’t. So, I asked her where she thought
we were at the moment.
Meredith - “I’m excited for the craft and luthier
community as a whole. Social media is a great
marketing and educational tool for this industry.
It’s possible for artisans to get their work out to
the public for free or within a reasonably small

The future of
lutherie is bright,
in good hands
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Meredith Coloma

budget. So, there is more awareness. With
today’s customers we have to approach selling
and marketing with the same effort we put into
making our instruments. Clients are just as much
buying the story and relationship with the builder
as they are the instrument.
Many industries are experiencing a trend away
from mass production and focusing on locally
made or artisanal products. I have a children’s
book coming out with a major publisher that
shows kids how guitars are made. It’s part of a
series on DIY themed activities such as building
bicycles, skateboards, etc. to teach kids that
products don’t grow on store shelves and
opens up a world of creative possibilities for them.
From the feedback I get from my
hands-on building workshops students,
many of whom have careers in IT, they
love the tangible work of making
something from scratch. Because of
the ability to literally fine tune the
instrument to your specifications of
tone, wood choice, electronics if
applicable, design, people really
see the benefit of craftsmanship
over mass manufactured.“
There was one last thing I was curious about before I let all these people
get on with their work.
All of these folks have worked for some of the
heaviest hitters in the trade. So I was curious, if
they could choose a luthier to spend one month
with in their shop to add to their skill and knowledge base, who would they choose?
Meredith – “I was lucky to apprentice with Michael Dunn for acoustic stringed instruments and
Roger Sadowsky for electrics and basses. I went
to them because I felt, and still feel, that they
are the top of their fields. There’s always more to
learn, but what I learned from Michael is to experiment, have confidence in breaking the rules of
the craft. That’s a tough question though...There
are too many builders I would love to learn from!
But if I had to pick one it would be Wyatt
Wilkie. He apprenticed with Bob
Benedetto. I love his work
and he’s just an all-around
great guy, I’d love to
pick his brain.”
Isaac - “Tough question! If I could go back
in time, I want to spend
a month in a shop of
John D ‘Angelico. Rudy
Pensa of Rudy’s Music
turned me on to D ‘Angelico archtops, and they
are fascinating!!”

Tom- “Besides my good friend Stuart Day of
course, It would have to be Ken Parker. Every time
I hear him speak or I read an interview or see one
of his instruments, I can feel the synapses exploding in my brain. With Ken’s work there’s a real harmony between his engineered solutions and the
care with which he chooses his materials, nothing
is superfluous. To me, he’s the Le Corbusier of the
guitar world.”
Sam – “I would love to go see Mr. Jim Olson
just to watch him work. His output over his career
makes most luthiers output seem nearly nonexistent and he does it by himself!”
(I’ve been on a Jim Olson kick myself lately.
Pouring over every photo of his jigs and interview
he has done for weeks. So I can relate to Sam’s
sentiment.)
I have to admit, as someone who specializes in
archtop guitars and sometimes feels like a fish out
of water with all these great flattop makers, I was
pleasantly surprised to see that 3 of the 4 people
I asked mentioned an archtop maker who they’d
like to spend a month with.
The take away I got from this little experiment
of an article was a feeling of hope and positivity
for the future of the craft. While we are still in a
time period where most of the praise goes to the
“golden era” luthiers, most of which are still working and deserve all the praise they get, there is a
new crop of luthiers coming up, sometimes unnoticed, who are just as passionate, dedicated, and
hardworking, who have the benefit of generations
of development and research to build upon, who
have an immense understanding of what they are
doing and why and who are constantly pushing
the boundaries of design and workmanship in this
field. Enough distance has been made between
them and the origins of the craft that they are
able to maintain a healthy respect for tradition
but do not feel dogmatically attached to it. They
are exploring new methods, new materials, and
new aesthetics. The realities of the timber trade,
ecology, a changing market and contemporary
realities of business ownership are forcing them to
develop a sharp and efficient sense of brand
identity, business, and production.
The future of lutherie is bright, in good
hands and I’m happy to be amongst them.
It was a pleasure picking these four brains
and I can’t wait to see
how we all progress
and develop as time
goes on.

Stuart Day
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Dick Boak Renaissance Man
By John Detrick

I

Buckminster Dandelion Dick Boak

n the simplest of terms, the phrase renaissance man is used to describe a person
who is intelligent, clever, and diversely
skilled. Throughout history, great men such
as Aristotle, Leonardo DaVinci, Michelangelo, Thomas Jefferson, and Sir Winston Churchill
have earned this significant distinction. Dick Boak
is a renaissance man.
It is easy to think of Dick only in the narrow
context of his career at C.F. Martin & Co. His accomplishments during his 41 year career at Martin
alone would satisfy the professional goals of most
people. Dick worked on the development of both
the C.F. Martin & Co. Museum and Archives projects as well as the popular Artist Signature Guitars
series program. Boak long served as Martin’s
historian.
The contributions of Dick Boak to the guitar
making community are captured ideally in the
words of respected luthier and industry icon
Michael Gurian: “Dick is a curator, historian, and
generally a wealth of knowledge to the guitar industry. He is a gifted guitar designer and builder.
Dick has the unique position of being at the fore-
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front of the industry from both the construction
side and the artist side. Dick Boak is a gift to the
guitar community.”
Dick Boak is a poet, storyteller, humorist, and
technical writer of note. His writings, as one might
expect, are diverse, intelligent, interesting, and
entertaining. During his tenure at C.F. Martin &
Co., he is credited with writing four books -- Martin Guitars: A History, Martin Guitars: A Technical
Reference, C. F. Martin & Co., and Martin Guitar
Masterpieces. In Dot-To-Dot, finished in 2007,
Boak chronicled his creative life – a life that quite
clearly depicts the existence of a uniquely skilled
and creative man.
If being diversely skilled is a prerequisite to join
the elite renaissance man club, Dick Boak qualifies
with ease. He is a woodworker, writer, songwriter,
guitarist, artist, and he has even experimented
with geodesic dome architecture. In 2017, Dick
released his recording Under the Supermoon with
friend and collaborator Craig Thatcher. He is a respected guest speaker at events around the world
and he is universally appreciated by his friends
and peers.

DNA Spiral - Dick Boak

Family Tree - Dick Boak

To understand just how integral Dick Boak is to
the world of guitars and music, all one has to
do is consider the words of guitar great Steve
Miller: “Dick has been my guitar guru for over
30 years. Whenever I have a question about
anything relating to guitars, Flat Tops, Arch
Tops, or Electrics Dick knows the answer or is
good friends with someone who knows the
answer. His generosity with information and
knowledge is unmatched and he has put more
musicians and luthiers together than anyone
I know. His love and knowledge of guitars is
remarkable. His ability to bring everyone in
the guitar world together and his humility is
unprecedented. Dick Boak is greatly appreciated by everyone in guitar world and has
done more to create mutual awareness than
anyone I know. He’s the greatest!“
Through all the superlatives that apply
to Dick Boak, “friend” might be the
most important. He is a friend, mentor,
adviser, and luminary to the global
music community. To understand his
impact on the music world, the words
of guitar maker Dale Unger could
not ring more true: “I am fortunate
to have started my guitar building
career with Dick in 1979. It has led
to an incredible 40 year friendship.
Dick has been a great inspiration to
me and many luthiers and guitar players
over the years. He has always shared his
knowledge of instruments, art and music
with the world.”
I think we are all looking for a place to belong.
We gravitate to hobbies, interests, and lifestyles
where we feel welcomed and even embraced. For
some, it is as simple as loving and marrying a person
and sharing the world as a family. Others fill stadiums to seek like-minded people or kindred spirits
through an affinity to athletes or musicians. There
are signs of this need to belong nearly everywhere
you look. We choose affinities to everything from
motorcycle brands to sports teams and even to the
guitars that we play. It is a sense of community that
we crave. Music has always been a great uniter for
as long as it has existed, and men like Dick Boak are
the forces that keep the beat alive.
Please enjoy this photo essay of the art of Dick Boak.

Inside Out - Dick Boak

The Church of Art - Dick Boak
Driftwood Visions - Dick Boak
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Griffith Park - Dick Boak

D-28 - Dick Boak

Design Card - Dick Boak

Garden of Eden - Dick Boak
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Tribute to Dali - Dick Boak

Woodworker’s Dream Poster - Dick Boak

Elephants - Dick Boak
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Five Minutes with
John Slobod of Circa Guitars
Artisan Guitar Show: You studied at Timeless Instruments
and you have worked with Dana Bourgeois, Julius Borges,
and Eric Schoenberg. You have mentored and you have
been a mentee. Do ever feel like you are practicing an oldworld craft in a modern world?
John Slobod: Yes, absolutely. There are many aspects of
this craft that feel somewhat archaic, including the path we
luthiers typically take to learn the trade. I didn’t do a strict
apprenticeship, but I did learn by working closely with
some wonderful luthiers. I love learning by doing. I like
being shown how to do something, doing it until I master
it, then developing my own solutions and methods. When
I got into lutherie, there were only a few sources and books
on the subject of guitar making. The Cumpiano and Natelson book had just come out, and after reading it I thought
I knew everything there was to know about guitars! It
didn’t take long to see how wrong I was. I went straight to
Bourgeois after leaving Timeless. It was there that I really
honed my craft. I always tell up and coming builders to get
a job in a small production shop. You will have your hands
on hundreds of guitars a year. You really get to see how
the wood shapes sound on different models. You get to
see how body dimensions and shapes play a role in tone,
how finishes and glues, and set-ups all play a role in the
feel and responsiveness of the guitars. And you also get
to hone your hand skills, so that when you go out on your
own, your guitars will be at a level that the (very competitive) market will accept.   
Artisan Guitar Show: Circa Guitars creates fine instruments in a vintage tradition. Even the name “Circa” implies
historical context. Do you think guitars are evolving technically or more in the process of continued refinement?
John Slobod: For me it is both. I do build from a strict tradition, but I think it is silly to not try to move the tradition
forward. My necks, bridges, and fingerboards are all cut on
a CNC. Some of my jigs are also made on a CNC (a computer controlled milling machine) So I use modern technology in my production methods. I haven’t really employed
new technology to measure top modes, etc.... I am aware
that there are some really cool things being developed
now to evaluate tops and bracing,
to maximize certain aspects of the
top movement and voicing. I’m all
for using data to get more consistent
results, but my method is still quite
old school - I use a caliper to measure
top thickness at various points in the
lower bout, and I just use my hands
to evaluate flexibility and stiffness. I’m
really not interested in generic stats
like modulus of elasticity, etc... For me
the most important tool a luthier has is
his/her experience with the top wood!
Get to know what works for your
particular style of build. I do wish I had
time to experiment with bracing. I’m
too busy filling orders to experiment
as much as I’d like to!
Artisan Guitar Show: You have been
engaged in this craft for nearly 25
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years now. You have experienced the masters that came
before you and you are now
watching the next generations of builders find their
way. Are you excited about
the future of guitar making?
John Slobod: Very much so!! When I got into the biz, there
were only a handful of guitar makers that were really doing
good work. If you could build a clean guitar, you had it
made. Most hand built guitars were poorly constructed,
and were not aesthetically pleasing. In the late 90s we
started to see some better craftsmanship, but still a lot of
bad design. In the last ten years the craft has taken a quantum leap forward. Even new luthiers you have never heard
of are putting out well built guitars with some really amazing
designs! Just look around this show!! I used to go to lutherie
shows with a 00-42 with clean miters, and I was the MAN.
Nowadays, my guitars are the most understated on the floor.
Times have changed!
Artisan Guitar Show: You are known for working closely
with your clients to optimize the voice and feel of each guitar
you create. How involved is your personal approach to learning personally who the client is as a player and a person?
John Slobod: For hand builders, the interaction with the
client is our raison d’etre. There are tons of great factory
built guitars to choose from. In fact, the bigger companies
are working at such a high level now, they have put pressure on hand builders to step up their game. What we offer
is a fully customized guitar, built specifically for the client. I
enjoy guiding my clients in the process of selecting tonewoods, body shape, neck dimensions, etc... Sometimes my
clients aren’t sure what they want. I help them bring things
into focus. I ask them what guitars are they playing now?
What woods and models do they gravitate to? Are they
looking for something unusual that they don’t have in their
collection, or do they want to get the ultimate expression
of a model they are very familiar with. And often, it is the
interaction with the builder that makes the experience
special for the client. They get to be an active partner in
the creation of a beautiful instrument.
Pretty cool.
Artisan Guitar Show: Please name three
recordings that you think would be a great
addition to any music library or collection.
John Slobod: Hard to name just three!!
I’m going to name a few oddballs, not to
be pretentious, but why list Django and
Tony Rice, when y’all already know those
recordings?
Eugene Chadbourne “There’ll Be No
Tears Tonight”. A great bizarre album
of country covers from a true eclectic.
There’s nothing like it.
Astrud Gilberto “Look to the Rainbow”.
Take a killer bossa record and throw in Gil
Evans!!! The arrangements are classic Gil.
Avril Lavigne “Let Go”. Her first. Just
trust me. Really great writing and arrangements.

Experience
McKnight Guitars

Designed and built by a unique
husband/wife team who use
sustainable domestic tone woods
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with innovation.
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(740.223.6114
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Five Minutes with
Cris Mirabella of Mirabella Guitars
Artisan Guitar Show: The modern guitar is often a balance of pure form merging with absolute function. How
hard is it for you to balance visual art and acoustic science
in the creation of masterpieces that are both aesthetically
beautiful and sonically remarkable?
Cris Mirabella: I do think you have to constantly push
towards new ideas. I don’t believe you should become
stagnant in your designs or limit yourself to the roots of
traditionalism.
But with this push towards new ideas and approaches in
design, there has to constantly be the understanding that
you’re doing it equally for the sake of better tone, greater
response, the desire for a more perfect instrument.
It’s with having this understanding, that I really don’t find
it difficult at all. It’s just how it has to be done. And that
certainty is then tested, tuned and in the end validated by
the feedback from the players, for whom I’m constantly
aware is the reason I’m trying to find this greater balance
between form and function in the first place. It’s for them
that I’m working to make the instrument better. So it looks
and performs beyond the possibilities of what they would
have imagined or thought it could be.
Artisan Guitar Show: Your father, Frank Mirabella, was a
classical musician and graduate of Juilliard, as well as a
lead designer and draftsman for Grumman and the space
program. There is a great Dan Fogelberg song that says
“His blood runs through my instrument and his song is in
my soul.” Do you think the art of guitar making can ever
be fully taught or that some natural, generational, artistic
ability is required?
Cris Mirabella: I believe anyone can learn the mechanical steps of building a guitar, or anything for that matter.
However, to put a soul into something, I think that comes
from the artist’s passion, comes from the artist’s heart.
All the emotions weather despair, sorrow, hope or joy.
It comes from a life lived and experienced. I think that’s
also how the instruments change over the course of time.
Not only are you refining your designs or trying new
things, but you’re also living your life and it’s that life, it’s
experiences that can and will influence and shape your

work as well. Contributing to it just as much
as a new angle, shape
or style.
To make the instrument you only need
the steps and material,
to make a great instrument, you have to put everything
you have into the guitar.
Give your heart and soul, to get an instrument with a heart
and soul, .... a “vibe”.
What you know and equally what you feel.
You have to be intune with yourself to know how to put
that into your work.
That I don’t believe everyone understands how to do.
That’s the part that can’t be taught!
Artisan Guitar Show: Cars and guitars seem to go handin-hand and you are a “car guy” without question. Are you
ever moved by the styling cues found on vintage cars or
motorcycles and do those design elements ever make their
way to your guitars?
Cris Mirabella: I do love the styles and designs of vintage
cars and motorcycles and definitely they can be an influence. For me however, they’re more a means of taking
a pause from my work and my instruments. A way I can
clear my head, which later allows me to go back to my
instruments and work with a clearer focus and more open
mind. I don’t get stuck on an idea, thinking it has to be the
best and only way. By spending some time in the garage
and working on one of the cars or a motorcycle, I can stop
thinking about what I left on my work bench in the guitar
shop.
After some time in the garage or out for a ride, I can come
back to the bench, see the instrument I was working on
from a new and fresh perspective and usually can then see
a few more possibilities on how to approach it than when I
had left.
Artisan Guitar Show: In addition to making new guitars,
you are a restoration expert with museums and high-level
auction houses in your portfolio of clients. Do you feel that
in 200 years American music history will hold the guitar
makers of this time in great esteem?
Cris Mirabella: Without a doubt I think they will.
However, in 200 years only the history of today’s guitar
makers and the instruments themselves will remain. And
just as before, it will be the instruments that helped to
shape the music and were played by the players over that
next 200 years that will be held with the greatest esteem.
I’m hopeful and working hard so that the Mirabella instruments will be one of them.
Artisan Guitar Show: Please name three recordings that
you think would be a great addition to any music library or
collection.
Cris Mirabella: That’s a tough one, and to be honest for
me would most likely change daily. But for today and if I
have to say three, then I’d have to say anything and everything by Leonard Cohen, Jacqueline Du Pre and Jim Hall.
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Will Ackerman
By John Detrick

T

he baby boom generation was born
into a world rich with opportunity
and filled with promise. The postwar economy hummed with vibrancy and every child had the chance
to do better than his or her parents had before
them. Freedom had never been so sweet. Despite the greatness of those times, the world was
not always an idyllic place. We mourned the loss
of beloved national and social
leaders like Kennedy and King to
assassination. The streets were
often filled with civil rights and
anti-war protests. Through it all,
baby boomers had one thing
they could always rely on—the
music—there was always the
music.
Music lyrics also seem to fit
the times during which they are
written. The innocence of the
Beach Boys classic Surfin’ U.S.A.
and the melancholy John Fogerty
anti-Vietnam-war song Fortunate
Son are excellent examples.
Through all the turbulence of
their times, the baby boom generation has always looked to music to soothe their souls and to let
them know they were not alone.
Every generation has its music
icons and from Sinatra to Springsteen, music has
always created celebrity. It is interesting just how
often the major forces in music are quietly powerful and live somewhere just beyond the spotlight.
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Will Ackerman is one of those forces.
As founder of Windham Hill Records, Ackerman
is recognized as the forerunner of the New Age
music movement. His career spans more than
three decades and is marked by “remarkable
vision, single-minded determination, and fervent
business savvy.” Windham Hill Records, with Ackerman thoughtfully guiding its course, launched
the recording careers of many acoustic instrumentalists who ultimately became household names.
With its roots deeply
married to folk music featuring the acoustic guitar
and piano, the work and
contributions of Will
Ackerman to acoustic
and new age music are
as significant as those of
any other person to any
other genre of music.
Among his notable
discoveries are pianist
George Winston and
guitarist Michael Hedges. Winston is known for
his distinctive solo piano
work, and Hedges for
a free-wheeling playing
style that defies categorization much like Ackerman himself. The commercial success of Winston
and Hedges paralleled with the development of
the popular Windham Hill Samplers. These acoustic and new age samplers were well-received
full-length recordings that featured tracks from
various Windham Hill artists.
Ackerman is also credited with the development of the Windham Hill Winter Solstice series
that was first released in 1985. The first LP in this
series achieved platinum status and earned the
label its second Grammy nomination. The Winter
Solstice concept turned into a “perennially favorite national concert tour” that featured a wide
range of performing artists. “Winter Solstice”
became the holiday season term for a diverse
group of new age recording artists from outside
the Windham Hill label umbrella.
TToday, Will follows his passion for music
through his work at Imaginary Road Studios. The
walls of Imaginary Road are a testament to an
amazing career evidenced by the gold, platinum,

and multi-platinum records representing the
millions of albums sold during the Windham Hill
Records rise to prominence. This was a time that
saw Windham Hill Records evolve from a “cottage
industry into a corporate giant.” Ultimately, these
awards are more a testament to the skill of Will
Ackerman as a producer and his ability to recognize music that will deeply touch a wide variety
of listeners in a personal and fundamental way.
Imaginary Road is now the studio of choice for
instrumentalists from around the world and the
emphasis continues to be on piano and guitar
works recorded and produced under the loving
direction of Will Ackerman.
Will Ackerman personally shaped the music industry for a generation and beyond with a diverse
set of skills. His unique talents include not just
recognizing extraordinary talent, but capturing
the work of amazing artists in a pure form to share
with world. Will’s many personal accomplishments
are legend. Ackerman is personally a beloved,
Grammy Award-winning recording artist with
twelve recordings in his discography.
Perhaps Michael Millard of Froggy Bottom
Guitars best summed up the importance of Will’s
work and impact on the world of the guitar when
he wrote “As a player, a producer, and an engineer of acoustic music, there is simply no other
individual who has ever had the impact on the listening public regarding the acoustic guitar which
Will has. His work recording the acoustic guitar for

his Windham Hill label with Michael Hedges, Alex
DeGrassi, himself, and countless others literally
established the modern standard for the sound of
these instruments. Virtually anyone studying how
to achieve excellent acoustic guitar sound has
studied Will’s work thoroughly. He is a master.”
What does it mean to be great or to accomplish greatness? It could be creating something
that withstands the enormous tests of time and
transcends generations. Perhaps it is simply just
leaving the world a better place when you are
gone. Regardless the definition, Will Ackerman
has certainly achieved greatness. For many, the
music that Will Ackerman brought into our lives
was critically important. In a world abuzz with
noise and distraction, Will Ackerman gave us the
music that allowed us an emotional place where
so many of us could learn to be still, and that is
greatness by any standard.

Will Ackerman Signature Model K
Froggy Bottom Guitars is not a company that plays the fame game. They certainly have
an impressive list of players, famous and otherwise, for whom they have built guitars, but
they do not advertise them. At Froggy Bottom, they understand that most players have
very specific needs in a guitar and their focus is to address those needs on very personal
and individual terms. Their philosophy is that any serious player deserves better than to
simply be handed someone else’s guitar. The success of Froggy Bottom Guitars is driven
by the instruments – not the marketing.
Over the last several decades, Froggy Bottom has built many guitars for Will Ackerman.
While Will loves guitars broadly, Froggy Bottom Guitars remain his instruments of choice.
In the words of Michael Millard, founder of Froggy Bottom Guitars, “His enthusiastic
appreciation for the guitars we’ve built for him has been so great that at times it’s been
almost embarrassing. There are few people with the integrity, musical taste, and skill of
Will Ackerman. For him to choose our work over all the guitars available to him is deeply
satisfying to us. It is an honor we are proud to return.”
As you can see, the Will Ackerman Signature Model K is not a guitar created to satisfy
commercial intent or financial interests, but instead is a guitar built with friendship and
profound respect as the driving forces of creativity.
The Will Ackerman Signature Model K is constructed of master grade Madagascar
rosewood and master grade Adirondack (red) spruce. These instruments are available
only as directly commissioned guitars. Each instrument is accompanied by a personal
letter of authenticity signed by both Will Ackerman
and Michael Millard. Every Will Ackerman Signature
Model K is built personally by Froggy Bottom
founder Michael Millard.
For more information, call Michael at 802-763-0100.
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Livingston Taylor –
A Conversation
By John Detrick

I

n preparing for the 2018 Artisan Guitar
Show, I had the wonderful opportunity to
sit down with Livingston Taylor and talk
about many things. I hope you enjoy the
conversation.
I have enjoyed the good fortune of working
with Livingston Taylor over the course of nearly
30 years. Our professional experiences have been
diverse and include traditional performing arts
center shows, college campus speaking engagements, classic festival performances, and even an
appearance with a symphony. The Livingston Taylor that I have known throughout these years has
proven time-and-time again to be an extremely
intelligent and thoughtful man with an amazing
sense of humor.
Being familiar with Livingston’s flattop and
banjo work and, of course, his piano work, I was
curious about his interest in other types of instruments and asked specifically about electric and
archtop guitars. He stated modestly that it takes
all of his time just to stay proficient to self-prescribed standards on the flattop guitar and piano.
In his busy schedule, there is just no time left to
explore the world of archtop and electric guitars.
In his words, “It is very important to play one
instrument well as opposed to two instruments
poorly.”
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Long before I became aware of the renaissance
in guitar making underway in this country, Livingston spoke to me about the craft of guitar making. At that time, he referenced the work of Bob
Taylor and his then still young company, Taylor
Guitars. He also mentioned his brother James and
his affinity for the work of James Olson. Livingston is quite savvy about the craft of guitar making, but he is not a collector who has amassed a
collection of guitars. For Livingston, his guitars are
his tools and he maintains just the right tool for
the job at hand.
In talking about players who have access to
many guitars, Livingston stresses that the most
important thing a player can do is “Choose a
guitar and practice. That’s what makes you a
good guitar player.” His words are instructive
and his advice could not be more sound when
says “There is no instrument in the world that can
make up for a lack of practice.” When asked if
there was a single guitar that was personally close
to his heart, he spoke fondly of a hand-crafted
Mark Whitebrook guitar that he played for five or
six years earlier in his career.
It is interesting to talk with Livingston about the
future of the guitar in the creation of music. The
guitar, like any similar source, has a fundamental
duty -- shake air and create tone. In conversation,
Livingston talks about the creation of music like

the creation of a work of art. Each instrument has
its own voice or tone and is much like an artist
brush that provides a distinctly unique stroke. He
believes fundamentally that creators of music will
search for the best tone and that digital resources
will play heavily in the future of music creation.
It is just as interesting to talk with Livingston
about the merger of form and function in the
handcrafted guitar world. You can hear the
sincerity in his voice when he says “I absolutely
love playing these guitars. I love being around
these guitars. I love drinking in the craftmanship
and the finesse and the incredible beauty of their
work. I love the craftmanship and the preciousness, but my guitars must go to work with me.”
This is a constant for Livingston Taylor just as it
is for the truly great guitar makers -- the guitar is
a tool and no matter how beautiful it is, function
and reliability will always come first. You can hear
the joy in his voice when he says “I feel the same
when I get a beautiful set of Snap-On wrenches
that high-quality mechanics use in my hands or
work on a beautiful German lathe. Great tools are
really, really swell.”
We talked about how an interest in the arts can
be nurtured in our next generations. In Livingston’s always interesting perspective, business
factors are as important as cultural and social
influences. Livingston believes that the Internet
has stripped the music business of not just the
revenue streams that once supported the music
industry, but also the gatekeepers who just a
generation ago provided an environment where
young musicians could pursue their dreams. As
with any business, when revenue shrinks, the corporate disposable income necessary for important
business activities like research, development,
and marketing is greatly compromised. In many
respects, beyond the pureness of art for art’s sake,
an artist does create a commercial product and
delivering that product to market requires support

just like any product.
In his words, “One of the things the Internet did
was eviscerate the revenue streams that allowed
gatekeepers to concentrate talent. For example, Berry Gordy could afford to hire, employ,
hone, shape, work, and develop the songwriters,
engineers, and even record cover designers that
allowed the great pop music of the 1960s through
the 1990s to exist.” Livingston used art again as
an example to make the point that all the talent
in the world can be lost without the necessary
support. “You don’t get the Sistine Chapel. It’s not
enough to have Michaelangelo. He’s good, but
without the architect who designed the Sistine
Chapel and the building materials that allow us to
see it today, it doesn’t exist.”
There can be no question about the importance
of “wealth concentrating talent” as a practical
matter. The Internet, for all the amazing contributions it has made to our lives, is not perfect. In
the case of music, when everything is free, nothing has value, and it is that very value that allows
talent to exist. For Livingston, the business side of
the conversation regarding our next generations
is just a part of the story. Nurturing a professional
interest in the arts also requires preparing the
individual for the challenge, and most importantly,
in Livingston’s words, “the burden of celebrity.”
The Taylor family is respected and acknowledged as a classic American musical family from
its generation. Livingston views the talents of
the Taylor siblings as a combination of nurture
and nature. In respect to the natural talent, he
states simply “The ingredients were there.” On
nurturing, he acknowledges “Our parents were
very encouraging of musical talent and musical
exploration, but that is not enough. You have to
know what it means to be a celebrity. You have to
be able handle celebrity.” Illustrating the point,
he commented “My brother James is not only a
great musician. He is a terrific guitar player first
and foremost. The underpinning of his career is
his great guitar playing. He is also acknowledged
as an outstanding person – a person who is willing
to take on the burden of celebrity.”
He cautions, “Celebrity kills people. If you
don’t think celebrity is difficult, when you get to
heaven ask any number of the people there who
went to places for relief that were hugely dangerous.” Livingston has profound respect for those
who survive celebrity, especially the isolation.
His respect is obvious when he talks about Bruce
Springsteen who he recently saw on Broadway
and talked with briefly. “To see the isolation that
Bruce has taken on just to be Bruce Springsteen
is unbelievable. It is unbelievable that he can take
that burden, place it on his shoulders, and carry
it to the people. To stand on a stage in Fenway
Park in front of 35,000 people and just play, well,
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that is not for the faint of heart.”
It is also interesting just how
small the world can be, too. Jon
Landau, who manages Bruce
Springsteen, and was there that
night on Broadway, produced
Livingston’s first two albums.
Livingston, who is a highly-respected educator at the
prestigious Berklee School of
Music, is a practical person and
self-driven musician. At the age
of 16, struggling to earn grades
in school that he deemed satisfactory, Livingston turned to the guitar. He told
me “It was very clear to me at 16 that I needed to
play an instrument well.” Commenting on a project he has been working on that encapsulates his
fifty-year career, he noted “It’s a great surprise to
me to listen back to when I was 18 and 19. Frankly, I was a very poor singer. I was a good songwriter, poor singer, but a very good guitar player.
I taught myself to sing. I went and got voice lessons and did those things needed to buttress my
weaknesses and to work on my incompetences.
But I knew, and make no mistake, at the core of it
all you have to play well.” There is something wise
and practical in knowing the things about yourself
that need improvement to be successful.
He is convinced that the key technical talents
and skills necessary to compose and perform
professionally can be taught. What cannot be
taught and is essential is having the “hubris that
says I want my vision to be heard. That is hard to
teach.” Sustaining a career is another complex element of success. “I hear great music all the time.
Exceptional pieces of work. It is one thing to do
it once, but once doesn’t make it.” The artist-entertainer bond relies on continuity to develop a
following.
The artist-entertainer bond also relies on connection. Livingston believes that
an artist must prove two things to
an audience; first an entertainer
must prove that “You can party
with them.” That is the component
that is just pure fun for an audience. The audience also has to
know that you can be trusted with
their broken heart.” Using Bonnie
Raitt as example, he sings the lyrics
Let’s Give Them Something To Talk
About and notes how that song
is just fun and allows you to party
with Bonnie. He then transitions
to singing the heart-breaking and
beautiful lyrics I Can’t Make You
Love Me and says softly, “Now,
Bonnie can be trusted with your
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broken heart, and that’s the
one that’s so tough.”
I asked Livingston about his
own influences and about the
people who have made particularly significant contributions
to music in his opinion. His
response required no thought
and he replied “In terms of
technical brilliance, vocally, Ella
Fitzgerald. When it comes to
movie scores, who is more brilliant than John Williams? The
meticulous assembly of his musical scores – it’s so fantastic. For me, in terms of
songwriting, realistically, the pinnacle of songwriting and what I consider to be, arguably, the best
pop song written is George and Ira Gershwin writing Someone To Watch Over Me. What a song! It
is almost perfect. It is unbelievable craftsmanship.
Like when you hear Carole King write You’ve Got
A Friend and it goes into that bridge. It’s so disciplined - so even from beginning to end. When
you listen to the chord changes, you ask ‘How can
anybody hear this? How can you find your way out
of the nightmare that is dissonance and emerge
with this?’ Oh boy, it’s good…”
Livingston is known for having a passion for
“old iron” like vintage cars, motorcycles, and airplanes. These days, he still has fond appreciation
of those things, but more from the value of historic context and perspective. When he talks about
his most recent passion, he is animated. “I found
myself really fascinated by climate change - global
warming and the relationship to nuclear proliferation.” He has spent the last few years studying
nuclear science in great depth. The breadth of
his knowledge and willingness to speak about
what he has learned commands respect. For me
personally, the most important thing that Livingston conveyed while discussing climate change,
global warming, and nuclear proliferation was simple -- never forget how
important it is to be properly informed
before reaching conclusions and
adopting opinions.
It is interesting to understand
how much of what an artist writes
and performs speaks to them from
very personal life experiences.
Livingston commented “Whether it is my life experience or I’m
creating an experience, it is always
extremely intimate. Even if it is
my personal experience, I have
taken huge liberties with those
experiences. My songs are mainly
about made up characters and
situations.” Pausing, he makes the

point succinctly when he says, “I am not my songs.” In
an instructional tone, he added “As I am fond of telling
my students, do not live the life you write about. A life
well lived is boring because a life well lived is about
observation and service -- it ain’t about you, it’s about
them.”
As our conversation began to wind down, we explored the topic of inspiration and how one finds it in
life and during times of artistic creation. Without hesitation, Livingston was clear when he said “Others may be
able to find it, but I have to wait patiently for it to find
me. But, that doesn’t mean I can’t be on another adventure waiting for it to show up.” Always the educator, he
reminded me that “It’s not your job to be chosen, it’s
your job to be ready to be chosen.”
I wondered which life lessons might be prominent in
his mind these days, so I asked Livingston what came
to mind for him, and there were two. The first was the
quote “If I am not the problem there is no solution.”
Life is filled with turmoil and troubles impact us all. The
lesson in this quote, in Livingston’s words, is to always
ask first “Where am I in this?” The second life lesson
was shared when he said the other thing that he loves to
keep in mind is “The only thing I know for certain is the
depth of my ignorance is unfathomable.” It takes an especially good man to avoid the trap of unchecked ego.
Just as true is the fact that the strength and goodness
of quality is almost always quiet and reserved. I am reminded of Henry David Thoreau who said “Goodness is
the only investment which never fails.” Livingston Taylor
has invested wisely and well.

K. SHOAFF

717-559-3738
hello@kshoaffguitars.com
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Five Minutes with
Mirko Borghino of Borghino Guitars
Artisan Guitar Show:
Many little boys dream
of becoming fireman,
policeman, doctors,
and lawyers. Our lives
don’t often turn out to be what we imagined or expected.
How did you realize that your life would be dedicated to
hand-crafting magnificent musical instruments and when
were you aware of that interest?
Mirko Borghino: As a child, I didn’t have a real dream
about what I could become. I simply spent my whole youth
doing what I enjoyed doing, and I have never stopped doing that. Since I was a child my area of interests has always
been around drawings, creating something and, in general,
manual games. When I was 10 years old I started to study
the piano and later the guitar but I have never reached
excellent results.
My skills were not suitable to make it a full-time job but
good enough to understand that the world of music would
be the axis around which my whole life would revolve.
Meanwhile I studied to become a surveyor but I found
the real connection between music and my primal instinct
when I found out the school of Lutherie in
Milan. I was 22 years old when I realized that
becoming a Luthier would be my main goal,
but I only had the confirmation that I was on
the right way when I was asked to teach in
the same school on my graduation day.
Artisan Guitar Show: The Italian culture
is revered for craftmanship and style. This
is evidenced in many ways ranging from
the violins crafted by Antonio Stradivari to
the beautiful merger of form and function
mastered by Battista “Pinin” Farina and Enzo
Ferrari. Your instruments are referred to as
being “exquisitely Italian.” Do you feel that
at its heart the craft of instrument making has
its roots very much in Italian culture?
Mirko Borghino: When you are born and
live in Italy, you are used to being surrounded by so many small and big details of style
to become an unconscious part of your
being. From ancient buildings and churches
to paintings, from the fashion world to sports
cars, every detail is deeply studied. The
world of Lutherie has had the same influence
of style as many other sectors of activity and
this is what everyone of us is naturally drawn
to.
Artisan Guitar Show: You have a presence in the United
States through attending shows and presenting your beautiful instruments. Do you see many differences between
the American and European guitar making cultures?
Mirko Borghino: If I had to answer rashly, I’d say that
the main difference I found between Italy and the United
States is that, while we are strongly connected to our great
past, you are looking toward an ambitious future. The difference may be in your courage to dare even if sometimes
at the expense of style. Both are, however, only partially
true and I’ll tell you why. The United States are so big and

heterogeneous to diversify guitar making cultures as well.
What I love of your country is exactly this, the huge number of cultures that you can recognize in every instrument.
For example, many of your great guitar makers have
an Italian origin or are deeply influenced by our style,
which makes us really proud, while others are closed to
the American folk music and even completely “crazy”
(my favorite ones). On the other hand, there are loads of
Italian makers who are turning a bit toward your “why not”
thought, trying to make instruments far from our traditions.
Let’s not forget that every single Italian teenager grows up
watching hundreds of American movies.The only real difference I found is in your deep will of sharing information
and cooperate with each other. This is one of the reasons
the Americans still are one step ahead in a large number of
fields.
Artisan Guitar Show: You are a young, but greatly respected craftsman. Magazines and players alike have great
appreciation for the instruments that you make. When
you look back on your career, are there any moments that
stand out as being particularly important?
Mirko Borghino: Thank you so much for
your words.
I have had too many special moments that
have helped my career to mention them
all. Every time I have met musicians and
colleagues who I have always considered
as references has been an important moment to go ahead, thanks to their encouragement and positive energy. Every time
I have chosen to do something against
my economical interest, but only following my passion and instinct, has given
me the right smile on my face. The most
important moment was when I decided
to follow my own direction but, above all,
my personal speed. I never do something
I am sure I am not ready to, but I never
stop before something I am only scared
to do. Have the patience to wait the right
moment and when you recognise it, face
it. For this reason my career has never
had peaks or drops but just a slow steady
growth. I perfectly knew that the American
market would be a hard field for me, so I
waited years and only when I felt up to it, I
decided to have a bash.
Artisan Guitar Show: Please name three
recordings that you think would be a great addition to any
music library or collection.
Mirko Borghino: The music I’m used to listen to is pretty
far from the music played by my instruments.
Three of my favorite recording are:
-“Golden Heart” by Mark Knopfler,
-“Pornograffitti” by Extreme
and my favorite Italian musician and singer: Fabrizio De
Andrè.
-“Anime Salve” is in my opinion one his best recording.
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Fine Instruments
& Humidity
By Darrell Jennings

Q

uestion to top luthiers: “What percentage
of damage to instruments is caused by
humidity?”
Answer: “All of it, except for domestic violence”
There is nothing more important to the care of a
fine wooden instrument than maintaining a constant
45-50% relative humidity at room temperature. Depending on the instrument builder, you will find all
of them recommend a humidity level in that range,
but going below 40% or above 60% at typical room
temperatures will start to cause damage. Most manufacturers do not cover damage caused by humidity
in their warranties.
While too much humidity can cause damage, most
damage occurs by the instruments drying out during
winter months with very low relative humidity levels.
Cold air holds much less moisture than warm air, so
even if the weather man tells you that it’s 100% humidity when it’s 15 degrees outside, that’s about the
same amount of humidity suspended in the air as 5%
relative humidity at 70 degrees.
How does the low humidity impact instruments?
Wood shrinks much more across the grain of the
wood than along the length of the grain. As the
humidity levels drop, the top of the instrument will
shrink, and will start to slightly sink into the body.
This will cause bracing in the instrument to come
loose, and often causes a split in the seam in the
center of the top as shown below:
Cracks may also occur on the back or sides of the
instrument. The very best instruments are lightly built
to improve sound, so if your instrument is particularly well made, it is more likely to sustain humidity
damage than the more common factory-made instruments.
Why does an instrument need humidity? Fresh cut
wood is full of water. About 72% of the moisture
content of fresh cut wood is
sap, and the remaining 28%
is saturated in the fibers of
the tree. Before building
with wood, it’s air dried for
at least a year, and usually dried in a kiln as well.
Moisture content of this
dried wood is between four
and eleven percent. Wood
Split Soundboard
is never completely “dried
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out” it retains moisture content of 4-11% depending
on the ambient humidity. Wood will typically gain or
lose 1% for every 5% change in relative humidity in
the ambient air.
Wood expands and contracts as the moisture content changes. What makes this a particular problem
in a wooden musical instrument is that the wood
doesn’t expand and contract evenly. Wood expands
and contracts across the grain at 4-8% depending
on the angle that the wood was sawn, and the wood
species. It expands and contracts along the length of
the grain about .01% (almost no expansion or contraction at all).
In addition to loose braces and cracks, you may
notice that fret wires will protrude past the neck in
winter because the neck wood will shrink. You’ll feel
the sharp edges of the frets when you run your hand
down the neck. Do not make the mistake of filing
down the fret wire, as they’ll be too short when the
neck re-hydrates.
How do I measure my humidity? You’ll want to
know what the humidity is in your home. There are
a lot of small inexpensive humidistats on the market
that range from $3-$25. They are frequently inaccurate, but they’ll at least get you in the ballpark. You
may want to buy several different brands and take an
average of the readings. Calibrated humidistats are
available and are more accurate, but are quite a bit
more expensive. Being off by a few percent when
humidifying an instrument is not a problem. If you’re
in the 45-50% range, you’ll be fine.
What are my options for humidifying my instruments? There are a number of options and a wide
range of price points for humidifying your instruments. The main variables are the cost of the humidification equipment and how frequently you’ll need
to take action to keep it stable at the desired 45-50%
relative humidity. Factors to consider are:
• Where do you live? If you’re in a location that
rarely gets very hot or cold you may not need to do
much. You can find some humidity history for your
location at http://www.shorstmeyer.com/wxfaqs/humidity/rh.html
• How many instruments do you have? If you only
have a few, and don’t do a lot of traveling, you may
be fine with an inexpensive sound hole type humidifier.
• Do you want to combine display or easy instru-

ment access as part of your humidification solution?
There are several manufacturers that build humidified display cabinets that combine humidity management with display, easy access to instruments and
security measures.
Sound-hole humidification is the least expensive
and most common way of humidifying an instrument.
A small sponge is enclosed in a plastic container
that fits in the sound hole of the
instrument. The instrument
then is stored in its case,

A concern is
that the sponge may dry out
very quickly, and you may end up with no
humidity in the case. Monitoring the humidity level
is critical. You must also be very careful not to drip
water inside the instrument. It is an easy solution
for a small number of instruments, but you need to
check each case every few days. It’s also a good
idea to put a small inexpensive humidistat in each
case to see what the humidity level is.
Chemical humidification is a common upgrade
from water based sound hole humidification. It replaces the sponge with a chemical pack that maintains a pre-determined humidity level. You need to
store the instrument with the chemical pack in the
instrument case, or you may opt for a single instrument display case combined with a chemical pack.
The packs last much longer than a sponge, but do
need to be replaced every one to three months
depending on your ambient humidity and how much
humidity leaks out of the enclosure you are keeping
HUMDIFICATION TYPE

COST

Storing in a case with no
humidification

$0

Storing in a case with
TM
Dampit or sound hole
humidifier.

$2-$15

the instrument in. The chemical packs are fairly cost
effective for one or two instruments, but if you’re trying to humidify more instruments, dozens of humidity
packs every month or two starts to add up to a lot of
money.
Room humidifiers are a popular solution for anyone with a large number of instruments. For approximately $100 you can get an evaporative humidifier
that will keep a room at 45% relative humidity. The
best ones are controlled by a digital humidistat
that turns them on as needed to maintain a desired
humidity level. Unfortunately dry wall used in most
homes does not hold moisture in. A typical room
will require two to four gallons of water a day. The
moisture may become trapped in wall insulation and
cause mold. If you’re using a room humidifier, you
may want to look at your moisture barrier for the
room, and line the room with cedar.
Whole house humidifiers are available, but generally are not designed to maintain humidity of 45%
or more in cold climates. They’re intended to make
humans comfortable at about 30% RH. Systems are
available that will maintain 45% relative humidity, but
are generally designed for commercial applications
and are much more expensive.
Humidified display cabinets are available to hold
single or multiple guitars with built-in evaporative
humidifiers. Some are also available with dehumidifiers. They’re designed to keep your instruments at
45% relative humidity, and in easy reach to take out
and play. They offer excellent utility, but are expensive.
Whatever option fits your lifestyle, instrument collection and budget, keeping your instruments properly humidified will keep them playing and sounding
great, as well as protecting your investment. Ignoring humidity will almost certainly guarantee damage.
PROS

CONS

None

Storing in a case without a humidity device
of some kind provides no benefit and will
not protect your instrument.

Inexpensive. Good for travel or if you
have a small number of instruments.

Easy to forget to check if the humidity device has dried out. They need to be rehumidified every few days. Potential damage
from water dripping into your instrument.

$10 per month

Moderate cost for a small number of instruments (about $40/year/instrument).
Better than water based humidification
systems.

Can only be used in instrument cases and
becomes expensive when you have more
than a few instruments.

$100

Evaporative room humidifiers generally run about $100 and work well for
humidifying a reasonable size room.
It’s important to get one that can set a
desired humidity level.

A room humidifier requires a lot of water.
Generally two to four gallons a day for
most rooms. Moisture going through sheet
rock walls may cause mold in insulation.

Whole house humidifiers

$350 and up

Adds humidity to your home in the winter and makes for a more comfortable
living space.

Most whole house humidifiers won’t maintain the 45-50% humidity recommended by
instrument builders.

Humidified display cabinets

$800 and up

Maintain proper humidity with a
modest amount of water, low water
warning. Keeps instruments displayed
and readily available for use. Inexpensive to maintain.

Expensive. Single guitar cabinets start
around $800 if using a HumidipakTM or
more if using an evaporative humidifier.
Multiple instrument cabinets are $4,000 or
more depending on size and features.

TM

Humidipack and similar
chemical humidity mgmt packs

Room humidifiers
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PLAY THE BLUES LIKE JIMMY PAGE | MEET GEORGE LOWDEN

AND

FRANK VIGNOLA
MIMI FOX
MATT MUNISTERI
RON JACKSON
SEAN MCGOWAN
A CENTURY
OF ACOUSTIC
JAZZ GUITAR
ADD JAZZ
TO ANY STYLE

GEAR REVIEWS
COLLINGS
OM1 JL
MARTIN
MODEL AMERICA 1
STANDARD SERIES D-28
G7TH
HERITAGE CAPO

PLAY LIKE TAMPA RED | HOW TO SHOP FOR A USED GUITAR

SCOTT FORE
Blackberry Blossom
APRIL 2017 | ACOUSTICGUITAR.COM
COM

BLUEGRASS

MASTER
CLASS

MARTIN CARTHY
Scarborough Fair
TRADITIONAL
Wasn't That
a Mighty Storm
DECEMBER 2016 | ACOUSTICGUITAR.COM

DYLAN UNPLUGGED
LEARN THE SECRETS OF BOB'S ACOUSTIC TECHNIQUE

NEW GEAR
MARTIN
D-1 AUTHENTIC 1931
BEDELL
REVOLUTION
PARLOR
SEAGULL
COASTLINE
MOMENTUM

YAMAHA
TRANSACOUSTIC
BRISTOL
BM-15 & BD-15
CLOUDVOCAL INT'L
iSOLO
TC ELECTRONICS
POLYTUNE CLIP

GET ONE
YEAR OF
ACOUSTIC
GUITAR
MAGAZINE
FOR
JUST $19.99

7 NYLON-STRINGS UNDER $500 | TRANSPOSE SONGS TO ANY KEY

SOLOING AROUND CHORD SHAPES | PLAY THE BLUES LIKE SON HOUSE
WINDY AND WARM
Chet Atkins
GUITAR BOOGIE
Tommy Emmanuel
CAN’T FIND
MY WAY HOME
Blind Faith
MARCH 2018 | ACOUSTICGUITAR.COM

TOMMY EMMANUEL
JOHN KNOWLES
STEVE WARINER
WHAT THE CERTIFIED GUITAR
PLAYERS LEARNED FROM

CHET
ATKINS
COWBOY GUITARS

TURN YOUR 12-BAR BLUES
INTO BEBOP
GEAR REVIEWS
BREEDLOVE
OREGON CONCERTINA E
HUGHES & KETTNER
ERA 1 AMP

JOSH WHITE | TAJ MAHAL | PEGI YOUNG | GUITARRAS ZEPEDA
DOLLY PARTON
Jolene
JACK WILLIAMS
A Natural Man
TRADITIONAL
Danny Boy

NOVEMBER 2017 | ACOUSTICGUITAR.COM

TOP
GEAR
2017

MARCH 2017 | ACOUSTICGUITAR.COM

SPECIAL
FOCUS

IMPROVE YOUR
BOTTLENECK
SLIDE TECHNIQUE
LEARN TO
SYNCHRONIZE
YOUR HANDS

WOMEN,
GUITARS &
SUCCESS

NEW GEAR
BOSWELL
00-14

IN HER
OWN WORDS
CONVERSATIONS
WITH 14 PLAYERS,
MAKERS &
EDUCATORS

READERS & EDITORS
SHARE THEIR
FAVORITES

INSIDE THE
AMERICAN
ACOUSTIC
TOUR

TAYLOR
410CE-R
FENDER
T-Bucket
400CE

MATRON
SAINTS
6 LEGENDS
WHO BLAZED
THE TRAIL

CHRIS ELDRIDGE
SARAH JAROSZ
JULIAN LAGE
AOIFE O’DONOVAN
CHRIS THILE

REMEMBERING
GLEN CAMPBELL

GEAR
REVIEWS
RAINSONG
CH-OM ORCHESTRA
RAINSONG
CH-PA PARLOR

EXPLORE HIS APPROACH TO GUITAR

GUILD
D-55

4 SONGS TO PLAY
WILLIAM TELL OVERTURE GLEN CAMPBELL COLD BLACK HAMMER JOE ELY
CORCOVADO ANTÔNIO CARLOS JOBIM CLASSICAL GAS MASON WILLIAMS

Waterloo WL-S

GEAR REVIEWS
MARTIN 0-18 TANGLEWOOD JAVA PARLOR & WINTERLEAF OM GRETSCH G9511

Special Offer for Artisan Guitar Show Attendees, Subscribe Today:

3 SONGS

3 SONG S

JEREMY
Pearl Jam

PLAY THE BLUES
LIKE R.L. BURNSIDE
ROCK BASICS:
7TH CHORDS & MORE

MOLLY TUTTLE
OFFERS
CROSSPICKING
ADVICE, p. 50

NEW GEAR

HELL HOUND
ON MY TRAIL
Robert Johnson

A GYPSY-JAZZ PRIMER

TAYLOR
GS MINI

MARTIN
LE COWBOY

LOVE DIVINE, ALL
LOVES EXCELLING
Charles Wesley

BIG BILL BROONZY
Trouble in Mind
JUNE 2017 | ACOUSTICGUITAR.COM

CHASING
DJANGO

EPIPHONE
MASTERBILT CENTURY DE LUXE
GRACE
ALiX PREAMP
TINY GUITAR NATION
GUILD
JUMBO JUNIOR

GEAR REVIEWS: TAYLOR 352CE & 362CE • MESA ROSETTE AMP • BOSS AD-10 PREAMP

DECEMBER 2017 | ACOUSTICGUITAR.COM

BUCK CURRAN
River Unto Sea

MARTIN
DREADNOUGHT JR.

SHAWN COLVIN GETS PERCUSSIVE MARTIN SEXTON THINKS LIKE A BAND
MARK ERELLI WALKS THE MELODIES ANTHONY DA COSTA DETUNES
ANAÏS MITCHELL OPENS THE VOICINGS ADAM LEVY ACCENTS

DAVID RAWLINGS LESSON | TRAVIS PICKING BASICS | BOUTIQUE PICKS

TIM FARRELL
The Backpacker

MOLLY TUTTLE
Wildwood Flower

NEW GEAR
BREEDLOVE
MYRTLEWOOD CONCERTO

5 MINUTES WITH
SARA WATKINS

BEYOND STRUMMING

BERT JANSCH
Blackwaterside

MARY FLOWER
Jitters

TIPS, TUNES & CHIT-CHAT
SHAWN CAMP, RON BLOCK,
DAVE BRUZZA, SCOTT FORE,
COURTNEY HARTMAN,
BILLY STRINGS & MORE

STEPHANE WREMBEL
Windmills

THOMPSON
DREADNOUGHT D-MA

TOP GEAR 2016: GUITARS, AMPS & MORE
CAGE THE ELEPHANT
Ain't No Rest for the Wicked

RALPH TOWNER | AIMEE MANN | MAC WISEMAN | MADELINE PEYROUX

3 SONG S

BIRDS
Alberto Lombardi
JANUARY 2018 | ACOUSTICGUITAR.COM

PETER ROWAN
Walls of Time

3 SONGS

RUNNING ON FAITH
Eric Clapton

3 SONG S

SHOOT OUT THE LIGHTS
Richard Thompson

LAURA MARLING
Master Hunter

3 SONGS

DAY AND AGE
Julian Lage
NEW RIVER TRAIN
Traditional

APRIL 2018 | ACOUSTICGUITAR.COM

GET YOUR JAZZ
CHOPS WORKING
WITH JULIAN LAGE

ANN SAVOY | BERT JANSCH | KATIE MELUA | ADAM KARCH

GET TO
KNOW
THE MUSIC,
MUSICIANS,
AND
INSTRUMENTS
THAT MATTER.

7 SONGS

A LITTLE LOVE,
A LITTLE KISS
Eddie Lang

4 SONG S

ST. LOUIS BLUES
W.C. Handy

SKYSONIC
Pro-1
Pickups

SOUL
SURVIVOR
BUFFY SAINTE-MARIE
DID IT HER WAY

store.acousticguitar.com/AGS

Acoustic Guitar

Articulate / DHR
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Jack Daniels
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Five Minutes with
Michael Greenfield of Greenfield Guitars

Artisan Guitar Show: Canada
is home to some of the most
respected instrument makers
in the world. It is a nation of
accomplished masters and next
generation craftspeople who will
certainly continue the legacy of
guitar making for generations to
come. To what do you attribute
the wonderful community luthiers or centralization of quality guitar makers in Canada?
Michael Greenfield: Maple syrup?!
That is a great question and one I am often asked and
don’t have a defined answer to. Through the lineage of
Edgar Monch, Jean Larrivée cultivated a crew who would
become Canada’s first fruits of guitarmaking. Perhaps it is
because per capita there were so many of them?! At any
rate, through an old school approach to craft by apprenticeship, those few became the luminaries of Canadian
guitarmaking. The bar was set very high and the challenge
has always been to meet
those standards.
Artisan Guitar Show: A
guitar is a very personal
belonging. Your guitars
are played by fine musicians around the world.
When you are crafting a
unique instrument specifically for an individual,
how much is involved in
learning personally who
the client is as a player
and a person?
Michael Greenfield:
I spend many hours
understanding that.
With an artist of profile,
I can study their music,
technique, right and
left hands, etc. With my
other clients, there are
many months of email
and phone calls during
the waiting period
before I begin work on
their new instrument (my wait time is generally 18 months).
Some clients send me YouTube video of them playing, CDs
or mp3s and during the consultation phase of a commission, I work my way through a long questionnaire to help
me zero in on their needs in order to address repertoire
and playing style. At the end of the day, my guitars sound
and perform like my guitars. However, through addressing these fine points, I can personalize each guitar to the
individual.
Artisan Guitar Show: You are presenting a master class at
the Artisan Guitar Show on the Invisible Guitar. You are a
master when it comes to developing tone and your guitars
are admired worldwide. How do recommend that a guitar

buyer begin the process of becoming educated enough
to fundamentally understand the guitar and to make good
buying decisions?
Michael Greenfield: Come to the master class!!
It is a very long answer and difficult answer. It is actually
another presentation I give, when asked to speak. The
short answer is not to believe the internet. Develop a deep
understanding of yourself as a player and where you would
like to be musically because it is all about the music. What
is it you need the instrument to do (do you play large concert halls, the local coffee shop, are you touring, a weekend warrior, do your guitars live in your music room, are
the guitars for studio use, will they be amplified and you
are playing against bass and drums)? If you own more than
one instrument, what are the qualities you like in those
guitars and what do you feel is lacking in your collection?
UNDERSTANDING the answers to the above will be a
good start place.
Who is the guitarmaker? How many guitars have they
crafted, over what period of time? Are their guitars stable?
Do not fall into the wood trap. In my opinion, the quality of
a piece of wood always trumps species. We have all heard
underwhelming guitars made of Brazilian rosewood (only
an example – I love BRW)….. so I guess the wood in and of
itself does not guarantee a great musical instrument. It is
always about the guitarmaker and his or her ability to recognize, understand and work with the materials. Choose a
maker who has built dozens of guitars with a wood combination and is intimate with it.
Artisan Guitar Show: You have been a touring musician,
an expert in repair and restoration, and now a master
guitar maker. When did you know that music would be
such an important and integral part of your life and did a
specific piece or style of music cause the realization? What
music moves you?
Michael Greenfield: I never had a choice. It is and has always been all about the music (I said it again). I have been
playing the guitar since I was 6 years old (classical) and by
the early 1970s I was noodling around fixing them. There
was never one piece or even style of music. I love opera,
orchestral, chamber, rock, jazz fusion, country, blue grass,
blues… and not just guitar-centric. These days I have been
listening to Michael Landau, Wayne Krantz, Corry Henry,
Gerry Mulligan, Zeppelin and Joey Landreth (check this
guy out).
Artisan Guitar Show: Please name three recordings that
you think would be a great addition to any music library or
collection.
Michael Greenfield: Miles – Kind of Blue
Glenn Gould – The Goldberg Variations
Lenny Breau – Cabin Fever
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Five Minutes with
Tom Ribbecke of Ribbecke Guitars

Artisan Guitar Show: When you look back on a career that
spans nearly 45 years, are there individual moments and
specific instruments that stand out as having shaped your
career or you as a person?
Tom Ribbecke: This question was posed to me recently at
the Fillmore West Debut of the Casady Diana Bass, by the
daughter of Andy Mingione, Carmen Green, who was at
that show. My answer is the same – yes, there are always
instruments that represent achievements and failures, but
the ones that I remember most are the ones that involve
some wonderful client who gave me the opportunity to
do something special -- the first Halfling guitar for Paul
Szmanda in Wisconsin, The Bobby Vega Bass I built for my
great friend, of course, the Diana Bass, and the Blue Mingione commissioned by Scott Chinery to honor jazz great
Andy Mingione. With each guitar there is a corresponding
human story. I have always said my epitaph should say “I
was here to build these instruments this time around but
the best part of this has been the magnificent people for
whom I made them!”
Artisan Guitar Show: You have a BFA in Music, you play
and perform on a regular basis, and you are a master
guitar maker. When did you know that music would be
such an important and integral part of your life and did a
specific piece or style of music cause the realization?
Tom Ribbecke: My ancestors were Black Forest
instrument makers and
the Rebec was the medieval three string violin-like instrument of the
people. In many ways I
first knew music would
be the center of my life
when I was maybe five
or six; I would conduct
Beethoven’s Pastoral on
my parents stereo, then
listen to Burl Ives Big
Rock Candy Mountain
(Could be a link to my
young cocaine issues?).
My dad played clarinet
and after reading Goofy
Gets a Coronet, I wanted
to play trumpet in the
worse way! My parents
finally got me a cheap
guitar and I never looked
back!
Artisan Guitar Show: In
some respects, the heart
of the archtop guitar
making and its legacy
have its roots in your
home town of New York
City. How has the West
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Coast archtop scene
evolved and what
have been the driving
forces?
Tom Ribbecke: That is a really deep and way more complicated subject than a five minute question... but for me the
West Coast represents innovation and the East represents
the great tradition of D’Angelico etc... I have had many
folks study with me and, in this sense, I have taught my
students to pursue complex mid-ranges and interesting
bloom and decay of tone.
Artisan Guitar Show: Mentoring and teaching are always
an important part of life. How do we nurture an interest not
just in music, but in the construction of fine instruments in
the next generations? How will the craft be passed on?
Tom Ribbecke: I have come to see myself and my contemporaries as lucky as we have been able to come through
the golden age of American Archtop and for that matter all
guitar making. It is incumbent upon us to pay it all forward.
I have had the good fortune to teach many great and
future great makers and I already see my students reaching
for the stars! This might be the greatest satisfaction available in their business. My wife says “You have amazingly
exciting days of achievement.” And I say “Well actually my
days are a series of continuous small disappointments!” As
my Japanese apprentice Isao Abe (now back in Japan with
his own practice) taught me “Perfection is evil. The pursuit
of perfection is Godly.” The Japanese seem to have many
clever sayings -- this one stuck with me...
Artisan Guitar Show: Please name three recordings that
you think would be a great addition to any music library or
collection.
Tom Ribbecke: So Many recordings... Coltrane, Miles, Joe
Pass, Larry Carlton, BB, Eric Clapton, Jeff Beck -- too many
to name 3!
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